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Feeding
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For

a

must in the future lie made an accessed grain or mixed

farming. Dairvam! cattle raising, and special
■res, will undoubtedly form the three
ills isions of agriculture in flic future.
grai

1

made necessary by the eourse oi
some of which arc the gradual
in ft of the soil Iron) its new condition
in which il must be fed systematia
and scientifically : the
increasing
ar demand for meat,
dairy products,
iher ehoiee domestic supplies, which
ceded in a community whose man
m life is improving year
by year, and
by the necessity of conducting our
.-tries m a very economical manner,
t" meet the present active
competiA11 these events, with others, tt>
h we need not refer, are eombining
tree farmers to teed their livestock
...dm heel. pork, mutton, and poula high
quality. (l rain must be
there must be wheat, oats, bai
led com, to supply the markets But
an no longer grow these in a
haplutz•lip-shod manner, lmt only in a regskiliul rotation with grass, green
uid roots interchanged, and liberal
is the lirst necessity for all
Liiii,
W e e nmut atlbrii to waste straw.
>i f'dder. nor can we sell roots in
i.nitiiy. because oi their bulk, and
1
i the reason that,
except for feedI'eii's sheep,
pigs and cows, nobodv
m them
It is needless to explain
ihei
to the farmer who lias gone
h -onie years'experience in grow-1 ass and grains, how this necessity
diy forcing him to change his metli-

though

i'he

e

are

some

who have

adopted

order of things, and are satisfied
the results: tlteie art others, howwho not seeing or refusing to perthe pinch tlie.v are m. are going on
.Id way. ; ea: by year growing
1111 >i a
dissal islied. more given to
ng that --i.i:tiling' dnii'l pay any
The 11111ii'!i is not in their bus
.eiiiageiiieiit of it.
..tin'1, a j..ikeil Ilf the need
Ir< ',''■)!!!■
i .gher culture, for

•••-•
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through the shadows

s<»

«.n wo

pass.

ria>p hands and kiss, and say good !nv.

Touch Iins upon each other's glass—
W ho II tirst
lorget or you or I
^ on laugh and say. 'Men's hearts are fain
To lose the gladness of a smile
i hat brightens when
they come again.
And waits for them a weary while."
All. w- ! Men's hearts, -so i
As reckless with ni\ wools
As any rover of the sea.

must

A-

and love

That, drifting in your path may move :
yet we oft retain a lock,
kiss, or hand clasp, through all year*.
I.oekeit m the covers ot a hook
W bos.- page kno-v the sign of tears.
Ami
A

Tears. 1'orsooth
you laugh, *r\
o ars. .tml many a long
regret
bright eyes that we knew in youth.
S'-ng echoes we cannot forget.
W «- urn\ not iii love's furnace melt
Hut. still, were mueli the same, vui; know.
Cry «j nits for all that we have felt
bt joy and gladness, pain and woe.
\

am

'i

!'•

byo To morrow mom I sail.
Ib»aml lor tin shore of far ( athav
gentle breeze and roaring gale
My ship will wing her pathless wa\.
Ihi: w lieresi»ever I may he
Ky shining isles that* lie asleep
I n lie blue hosuin of I he sea
W lien* tropic rivers seek the
deep.

Coo.i

‘Core

W in-re o'er \i ill I i eh is of i*re an«l snow,
flm north wind rushes wild and strongW here meadows green their verdure show.
And robins sing their ringing song

There will my thoughts and dreams hold place
l or her whose hand now lies in mine.
And 1 shall see her sunny face.
\ud drink her health in sparkling wine.

"Yes," replied Air. Steele with a shrug;
"only thus far they've been stolen a little
faster than they’ve ripened."
"What made you plant them so near

the fence
“That was my blunder; but you see
the soil is .just the thing, better than lower down."
"Why don't you buy a bull dog
"I think it’s more Christian to shoot a
man outright than to set one of those
devils on him. The breed ought to tie

extripated."
"Hut some ipecac in one or t wo. That’ll
fetch 'em.
i know how sick it made me
once."
"I did; lint more were stolen next
night, i can’t afford to medicate the
whole t illage. Last night I sat up to
watch till twelve o'clock, when mother
made me go to bed."
"i'll watch to-night," said Arthur,
"and give 'em a lesson with a good load
of beans from the old shot-gun.”
"It wouldn't pay." replied his father.
"1 concluded last night that all the melons in the world weren't worth a
night's
sleep. They'll have to go, and next year
I'll know more than to plant any."
“A on go and help Amy pick currants,
and let me talk to the boy a little,” said
Airs. Steele, coming up and taking Arthur oil' for a promenade up the broad

path.
"How pretty Amy has grown," said he.
glancing with a pleased smile at the girl

she looked up at her father. "I suppose the young men are making sheep's
Hooking Water-Melons.
eyes at her already."
-It doesn't do them any good if
| From Scribner's Monthly. J
they
Tile train slackened, a brakeman thrust are, said Airs. Steele, deeisivelv. “She's
h.s head iu .it the door ami shouted “Hah," only sixteen and a little girl yet, and has
a
mysterious formality observed on sense enough to know it."
"What had she been crying for when I
American trains as th«*v enter towns, -and
.il ei : In* most onilliiniarrhed:’ I saw her eyes were as red as
an elderly lady, two drummers, and a
|
Ilow to young man with a satchel
aagement.
got out, follow- the currants.”
•'< mi, dear
'lie point, tiiat they arc ed
replied Mrs. Steele, with a
by the languid envy of the other pasW o see
iwhi re disputed.
sengers, who had longer or shorter pen- sigh of vexation, "it was her troubles at
it i
ui!y by choosing the anees of heat and dust before them. the seminary. You know we let her go
e
I *i*■ : iraneli a farming, suited The tram
got under wav again, while the as a day scholar this summer. Some of
ei
ii' soils, loealions. and other
knot of loafers aboutthe station proceed- the girls slight and snub her, and she is
ai ug eireuinstances, and sticking ed to
.e
the arrivals as judicially as if very unhappy about it."
is: briugilig to the chosen business
"Why, what on earth can anybody
the; were a committee of safety to proidy -kill, patience, aild m/n7(i/, ; teet tin* vullage from invasion by doubt- have against Amy.'" demanded Arthur
lie needed. We emphasize eap- ! t'ul eharaeters.
an
The old lady, apparent- in indignant surprise.
...
w i 11 ii hi t this, all the rest are
as.
"1 suppose it is because some of the
ly laboring- under some such impression,
\ farmer witliont eajiital is
ai
ng
little hussies from the city have taken
them
as nervous
regarded
deferentially,
j
: w i:h il. he has the means of utiltravellers on arriving in strange places the notion that they won’t associate with
ah liis other forces or capatiilitics,
generally do regard everybody who seems a mechanic’s daughter, although Amy is
No man can lie a farmer to feel at home.
inmost.
The drummers briskly very careful not to say it in so many
a i sufficient
capital, any more than disappeared down the main street, each words, for fear of hurting my feelings,
.at lie a banker, a merchant, or a
anxious t*• anticipate the other at the lint 1 expect that’s where the shoe pinchiiii'.o'i in in
A man may go on to the stores. 'File
young' man with the satchel, es.”
e
or
into tli' woods upon a fresh however, didn’t
Arthur muttered something between
get away till he had shakestc.id uitli \cry little capital, and en hands, and
exchanged a few good-nat- an oath and a grunt, expressing the emon; a poor fixing, but lie sells himured inquiries with one of tin* loungers.
phasis of the one and the disgust of the
i io the (tovernment for live years for
••Who’s that, Hill !" asked one of the other.
s
"I tell Way is is foolish to mind their
privilege, and for that time, until he group staring after the retreating figure
lhe patent Ibr his land in his hand he with
airs, but I’m really afraid it spoils the
la;qv curiosity
:o*1 a free man. lmt is in bonds: lmt to
\ \ 11 y, u i (i n i y mi Know nun.
i nought
poor girl’s happiness."
into the business of farming profitably,
That's Arthur
"Why don’t you send her away to
everybody knew him.
All is needed
When the particular Steele,"
tcplicd the ur.e who had shaken boarding school, il it is so serious as
u-'ll is chosen, not ii'olii LiUcy, because hands in a tone el
cordiality indicating that ?"
v. ill not do. tor there are
"W’c can't aflord it,” said his mother,
dairy farms that politeness had left a pleasant imini'.grain farms, one of which will not pression on his mind, as Arthur Steele’s whereto Arthur promptly replied :
the ol 111 : Ini -me.'.- ; and I here are
"I'll pay her expenses.
I’m making a
politeness generally did.
ik iarms and market farms in tin- \i•■Who I-, he, anyhow ?" pursued the good deal more money than 1 know what
to do with, and I’d really like the chance
i.i.x iif cities, that can he carried on lin- other.
es e else, and
upon \x hieh other s.irts ol
"\\ liy. lie's a Tairlicld hoy
11he brake- of doing a little good."
ming wouid fail lull the kind of t'arm- nian pronoiineed ii ••liah,") ••horn and
IIis mother glanced at him with alloc
g I" In- chosen mu-l
in- that which can
brought up here. His folks allers lived tioiiate pride.
most profitably carried on under the
"You're always wanting to pay someright next to mine, and now he’s doin’ a
inn t a in e
(t lain
and in the locality
rusliin' lawyer trade down New York, body's expenses, or make somebody a
i-ixxing and mixed farming, including and I expect he's just rakin’ the stamps. present. It's really unsafe when you're
-anii" -ir purchasing and feeding of
1 lid yer see that diamond pin lie wore.’" around, to indicate that one isn’t pertoctstock, must necessarily form the
•■s'pose it' genooine .’ asked a third !y contented. Hut you caught me up too
I branch oi aericifitm,d
industry loalei. w it h intei est.
quickly. I was going to say that we
i- have said, tin-one cannot
In-con
■•Course it was.
1 tel! you lie’s oil the couldn’t spare her from home, anyhow.
led alone, but mii.-i be assisted by lilt- make, and don't
She’s the light of the house.
besides
Some felyou forget it.
It come- i hen to he a most imler- tilers has luck.
Many’s the time he that, if il conics to objections. I’ve my
iant eimsid.-ration, what kinds ol aninotions about hoarding-schools, and I d
'n' I’ve been in swimmin' and hookin’ ap;ii'- il e iiiosi pr iiiiahle lo
keep, and ples together when we w us little chaps." trust no girl of mine at one that wasn't
ilu-x are to in fed with most prolit.
pursued lull in a tone implyinga mild re- within sight of her home. No, she'll have
ex ideiiI Iren: a x ii---. of xvlial is going
proach at the <icceilfulness i>t an analogy to keep on here and hear it as she can,
-1 tIn- Iixi- .-Ii.el,
: ..ii!, -i
that it can- that alter such fair
The
promise in early life, though it's pretty hard, I know.
pa x i •' Iced an animal 1 hat retpiii cs
trouble to-night was. that Lina May nard,
failed to complete its. It' in their later for
or lixe years lo mature. nor one that
who i one of the older girls, has invited
tunes.
not In- ex;tr.i in quality and of heavy
••Why. darn it all, yon know him. dim,'1 nearly everybody at the seminary except
No beef animal can now lie rearhe continnej, dropping the tone of pen- Amy to a birthday party to-morrow. Lit'd v. illi profit. that will not reach
tle minx. I could shake her.
sive reminiscence into which lie had moAnd the
eight ol I. inn Ih-. at least, at thirty , mentarily allowed himself to fall. ■•That worst of it is, Amy thinks there’s nobody
mi:- old
A
radi Shorthorn or Ih-repretty gal that sings in the Ikiptis' choir like Lina Maynard.”
I steer, of I. lull 14is. ai two and oneAfter tea it was still light, and Arthur
j is his sister."
xe.ii
old. xx ill sell for seventy or j
and Amy went out to walk. In spite of
Alter a space of silent rumination and
In x dollars, if not mol e, and it is as |
jerking of peanut shells upon the track, the ten years difference in their ages, he
im a-any thing e.ui in-, that Ibr many ! the
group broke up its session and ad- always enjoyed her company as well as
A. collie the \ able of beef w ill not j
journed by tacit understanding till the anybody's in the world, because she was
than i ox
The new foreign out- next train w as due.
so
refreshingly child-like and natural.
mini secures this.
Such animals
Arthur Steele w as half an hour in get- Every chord of feeling answered so true
ih-- '-. fed
Wilfully in yants or pens. ting to his father's house, because every- and clear to the touch, that to walk with
in. 'derail- allow a in-'- of
purchased body he met on the street insisted on her was like play ing on a musical instru■ I
tint' an- always chi aplv available,
shaking hands with him. Kvery body in ment, only far more delightful. Arthur
i. a
ill' in, mid Stull's, linseed or eol loll
Kairlield hud known him since he was a had looked forward to walks and talks
Mi Hie mots and si raw
ceil calxi
boy, and had seen him grow up, and all with Amy as among the jolliest treats of
ro
pm tin- farm, xx lil produce an im- w are proud of him as a credit to the \ il- his v acation. She tried her best now to
u-ii
ip!.A oi' tbe very In-si manure : age and one of its most successful repre- seem light-hearted and to entertain him
am! il
ir'H-d oil on the market at cost sentatives in the
big outside world. The with the local gossip, for which lie always
tin ai mats will leave as profit suf
and sentiment depended on her. but she couldn’t stimuyoung man had sense
e'en: manure to produce a grain and
enough to feel that the place he held in late the vivacious and eager air that had
Is
ought to at isi’y a good the esteem of his native community was been the chief charm of her talk. As he
ere
mi re profit in this
a thing to feel more just pride in than
glanced down, he was grieved to see the
mess than that, although many farm
any station he could win in the city, and sad set of the pretty child face at his side,
max not be able to realize more. The
as he walked along
hand-shaking with and how still had grown the fountain of
I'cct merely touched upon here is broad,
old friends on this side and that, it was smiles in the hazel eyes that were wont
we simply
present it as one to be about his idea of a triumphal entry.
to send their ripples outward in constant
" : g II t 111 I lx
studied.
It is to be feared that under
There was the dear old house, and as succession.
lie saw it his memory of it started out his breath he applied some very ungen
Horae Feed.
vividly in his mind as if to attest how tlemanly language to Lina Maynard and
It her clique, whose nonsensical ill-nature
1. i-r\ good groom knows that sound faithfully it had kept each detail.
hurt this little girl’s feelings so soreand beans and peas in due propor- never would come out so clearly at times had
when lie was far away and needed its ly, and ineidentallv spoiled half the fun
I. and at least a y ear old, are the very
of his vacation.
food for a galloping horse the only comfort, lie opened the door softly. The
"There, there, you needn’t talk any
•d on which it is possible to get the :j sitting-room was empty and darkened to
keep out the heat and flies. The latched more," he dually said, rather rudely, half
1
y lies' condition out a race horse or ;t
door stood open, and, hearing voices, he vexed with her, as 1 elpful people are
iter
It also has recently become known I
across the tloor with a guileful
wont to lie with those they can do noth;
it horses do slow work and get fat, in- 1 tip-toed
.'■■mile aim. leaning through tlie
door-way, ing to help.
od too fat. on maize, Indian corn, which
saw his mother and sister
She looked up in grieved surprise, but
the
frequently one third cheaper than the I root, lilac-shaded window, sitting by over before lie could
speak again they came
picking
In the East, horses are fed Oil
-t oats.
currants tor tea, and talking tranquilly. I face to face with a party of girls coming
n ley. and it is a popular idea with Enga provident voting man. lie paused I from the direction of the seminarv.
oftieers who have lived in I’ersia and Being
I here were six or seven ot them, pera minute to lei the pretty peaceful scene
Syria that the change of food from bar
impress itself upon his mind, to he remem- haps, tmt Arthur only got the impression
•y to oats, often, when imported, pro- j
bered afterward for the cheer of bleak of one and a lot of others. The one was
Now
re- blindness in Arabian horses.
Sttndav afternoon. Then a rather tall girl of lithe figure and undt hough no men understand better or so hoarding-house
there was a sudden glancing tip. a cry of usually tine carriage.
Her olive comi
blood
horses
into
ell how to get
gallopjoyful consternation, and the pan of cur- plexion was lighted with great black eyes
:ig condition as English grooms, they do
rants rolled from Amy’s lap like a Urn
that rested on you with an air of imperof their masters do, know
i. ii. and few
ken necklace oi rubies across the uncar- turbable assurance, as penetrating as it
the reason why oats and beans are tinpeted Moor, while Arthur held mother was negligent, she was talking, and her
iest food for putting muscular flesh on a
and sister in a double embrace.
And companions were listening and laughing.
The agricultural chemist steps in
uorse
As they came face to face with Arthur
I when at length the kissing bad all been
and
the
matter very plain,
lore, makes
I done, be established himself in bis lam i 1
and Amy. lie saw that they barely nohows that if you want pace, Indian corn,
iar boyish attitude on the window-seat, i tired her, with glancing at him rather
.though nominally cheaper, is not cheap j
kicking bis heels against tile mop-board, curiously, with the boldness of girls in a
When we feed a bullock, a sheep, I
all.
with his elbows on bis knees, and the I crowd of their own sex. They evidently
for sale, after it has passed the [
a pig
observed that he was a stranger to the.
i three talked tnvaj steadily till the shop
■oie stage, we want to make il fat as
bell rang, and Mrs. Steele sprang tip in a village, and of quite a different style
and
as
but
snekly
cheaply as possible;
panic, exclaiming : ••Father will be here from that of the country bumpkins and
with a horse to, work the object is, give
in live minutes and the curt ants are on
rural exquisites they were accustomed to
in common language, hard
urn muscle
the Moor, ('mile, Vmy, quick : we must I meeting. There was in the big black
Idler.' are times when it is protittlesh.
some more and you shall help, Areyes as they had met his a moment, a
ilile to make a horse fat. as for instance, pick
thur."
suggestion of interest that was strangely
■Alien In. is going tip lor sale. For this
But though lie went out into the garfluttering, and left a trace of not unof
about
a
addition
i
an
;
pound : den with them
pose
it was pleasant agitation.
enough,
readily
to
his
of
cake
oil
uni a half
ordinary
to make him pick
•AVlio was that !" he asked, as they
It is especially quite another thing
mod has a good elleet.
for he insisted on wandering all passed out of hearing.
solid when a horse that has been closely currants,
He only thought of asking for one, alover the place and demanding what had
I ped or singed is in a low condition. 1
become of everything he missed, and the though there were six, nor she apparentIt helps on the change to the new coat
answering indifferently.
history of everything new. And pretty ly of
\ horse in low conmaking him fat.
“
*
l.ina Maynard.
soon Mr. Steele also appeared in the gar
They are Sent.’
coat
his
dition changes
very lowly.
no one ill the house on
den,
found
girls."
having
there
When from any cause
isdiliieulty
It was a dulled voice she spoke in,
home. He bad learned on the
II r 'tting a
supply ol the best oats, an arriving
street that Arthur had arrived and came quite unlike her usual eager way of givexcellent mixture may be made of crush
out beaming.
It was good to see 'the
ing information. She, poor thing, was
.•I maize and beaus, in the proportion of
affection with which the two shook terribly afraid he would ask her why they
..
thirds ol maize and one ot beans, hearty
did not seem acquainted with her, and it
hands.
.xhii'li exactly afford the proportions of
Tin- transition of the son from the pu- would have been a painful humiliation to
food.
Bran
ilesli forming and fat forming
pilage of childhood and youth to the in- have explained. Arthur was conscious
r\ valuable food in a stable for re.t
dependence of manhood is often trying to that hello longer had exactly the same feelducing the inllanimatory ell'ecls of oats the filial relation.
Neither party fully ing of merely contemptuous annoyance
Made into mashes it has a
and beans.
realizes that the old relation is at an etui, toward Lina Maynard, on account of her
in
but
used
and
laxative
elleet,
cooling
He sympathized as
or just what the new basis is, nr when the
treatment of Amy.
excess, especially in a dry state, il is apt
takes place. The absence of the much with his sister, of course, but somechange
of
to form stony secretions in the bowels
son for two or three years at this
period how felt that to be recognized by Lina
the horse.
Stones, produced from the has often the best results.
He goes a Maynard was not such a childish ambi
excessive use of bran, have been taken
boy and returns a man ; the old relation tioii as he had taken for granted.
nit of Horses after death weighing many
is forgotten by both parties and they
It was dusk when they reached home
London
Live
Stock
Journal.
pounds. [
readily fall into the new one. So it has and found Mr. and Mrs. Steele on the
fared with Arthur and his father.
piazza, which served as an out-door parA nmsquito cannot Ity so high as an
“You’ve got a splendid lot of water- lor in summer, with a neighbor who had
uglc, but he can bully all the Christian melons,” said the former as they arrived dropped in to see Arthur. So he got out
his cigar-case and told stories of city life
maces out of a man a great deal quicker.
at the upper end of the ample garden in
and interesting law cases to an intent
their tour of inspection.
Burlington Hawkeye.
■

--•

■

■

Mark
Haven

Twain

Heard

on

Steamer.

as

bet's. No. Id.

audience till the nine o'clock hell rang,
and the neighbor "guessed he’d go home."
anil forthwith proved that his guess was

11 o'clock.
They found
low locking chair with an
open letter in her hand and a very pensive. discontented expression of eountelier

sitting

at,

in a

right by going.
•‘Gad. I'd forgotten till about the wa- I nance.
'Does lie press for an answer, Lina?
tcrmelons 1
Perhaps they're at 'em alI ready," cried \rthur, jumping tip and | Were just in time to advise vou,'! cried
running around, the end of the piazza to Nell Harbor.
the garden.
"Don’t say yes unless his eves are
■

When he returned, it was to meet a blue." drawled a brunette.
"1 ideas their black, you mean."
combined volley of protestations against
sharp
his foolish project of keeping watch all ly amended a bright blonde.
"Make him elope with you," suggested
night, from his father, mother, and Amy.
Hut he declared it was no use talking; Nell. "It will be such fun to have a real
and where were the gun and the beans i rope-ladder elopement at the Seminary,
and we’ll all sit up and see it.'
So they adjourned from the piazza, a
"< Ml, do,
do, Lina I" chorused the others.
lamp was lit. the articles were hunted
Hut Lina, apparently too much ohaup, and the gun dtth loaded with a good
charge of powder and a pint of hard l grilled at something to be in a mood for
It was about ten o'clock when ! jests, sat with her ey e brows petulantly
beans.
Arthur, with a parting protest from his contracted, tier feet thrust out and her
mother, went out into the garden, lug- band holding the letter hanging b\ her
ging his gun and a big easy -chair, while side, her whole attitude indicating desAmy folio wed, bringing one or t wo wrap-, pondence.
"Still pensive : It can’t lie he’s faithand a shocking old overcoat hunted up in
the garret. Ibr the chill hours after mid- less !" exclaimed Nell.
"faithless to those eyes ! I should sav
night.
The ii init of Mr. Steele's lot abutted oil not, cried the blonde, whom Lina called
her sweetheart, and who claimed to be
one of tin* pleasantest and most thickly
In ms,a I si roots of the village ; but the lot "engaged’ to her according to boardingschool fashion.
was deep, and the rear end tested on a
road bordered by few houses, and sepa"Don’t mind him, dear," she went on,
rated from the garden by a rail felloe easy j throwing hersell on the Moor, clasping
to elimb over or through.
The waterher hands about Lina’s knee and leaning
melon pateh was loeated close to this i her cheek on it. "You make me so jcalfence, and thus in full view and tempt- i ous. Haven’t you got me, and ain’t I
ingly a, eessible from the road.
enough
l inli iihtedly the human conscience,
"1 Monty enough, dear." said Lina, strokand especially the boyish articles, recog- ; nig her cheek.
“This is only trom my
nizes a broad ditVerence between the theft brother Charley."
of growing crops of apples on the trees,
"The one at Watertown Sem.’
for instance, or corn on the stalk, or mel"\cs, ’said Lina; "and of, girls." slit
ons in the held
and that of other species went on with gloomy energy, “wo don’t
of property.
The surreptitious appro- have any good times at all compared with
priation of the former class of chatties is those boys. They do really wicked
known in common parlance as "hook- tilings, hook apples, and carry oft pen- i
ing," while tlic graver term "stealing" pie’s gates and signs, and have lights
describes the same process in other cases
with what lie calls ‘townies’
I don’t
The distinction may arise from a feeling know exactly what they are. and everythat, so long as crops remain rooted to thing. 1 thought before that we worn dothe ground, they are nature's not man's, ing some tilings too, but we’r-* not, comand that nature can't be regarded as puted with ul! that, and I shall lie so
forming business contracts with some in- ashamed when 1 meet him at home not
dividuals to the exclusion of others, or in tn have anything to tell except little bits
fact as acceding to any of our human of thing.’’
distinctions of nn'inii and Imuii, however
\ depressing pause followed.
Hina's
useful we lind them. Ethical philosophers disparaging v iew of achievements in tile
may refuse to concede the sanction of the way of defying the proprieties of which
popular distinction here alluded to be- all the girls had been very pioud, cast a
tween
hooking" and stealing," but. profound gloom over the circle.
The
after all, ethics is not a deductive but an blonde seemed to voice the common senempirical science, and what are morals timent when she said, resting her chin on
but a collection of usages, like orthogra
Linn's knee, and gazing pensively at the
However that may
wall :
pin ami orthoepy
"i Mi, dear, that comes of
in', it is ilm duty of tlm writer in this
being girls.
instance merely to call attention to the M e might ns well lie good and dune vv ith
Me can’t lie so had as to amount to
it.
prev alent popular sentiment on this subject, without any attempt to justify it, any thing."
and to state that Arthur Steele had been
"Hood or bad, vve must cut," said Nell
too recently a boy not to sympathize with
barber. -I must go and get the spread
it. And. accordingly, he laid his plans to ready.
1 forgot all about it. Lina; but
capture the expected depredators to-night vve came iu just to invite you. Eleven
from praelira! considerations wholly, and sharp, remember. Three knocks, a pause
quite without any sense of moral re pro and another, you know. Come, girls."
The brunette followed her, but Lina's
bation toward them.
little sweetheart remained.
Closely adjoining the edge of the mel
"M hat have they got ?" demanded the
on
patch vva.- a patch of green corn,
standing ten feet high, and at the fullest former listlessly.
This Arthur se"Dh. Nell lias got a jar of preserves
perfection of foliage.
lected for his ambush, its position being
troiu home and I smuggled up a plate of
such that he could cut oil' the retreat to dried beef from toil, and cook let us have
the fence ot any person who had once some crackers and plates. M'e tried hard
got among the melons.
Hewing down a to get a watermelon there was in tin-panhill of coin in the second row from the try. but cook said she didn't dare let uf> \
It's for dinner to-morrow."
front, he made a comfortable place for his have it.
I .itia's ey rs suddenly became introspeceasy-chair. \my lingered for a while, enjoy ing the excitement of the occasion, tive, then after a moment she rose slowly
and they talked in whispers; but finally and stood in her tracks with an expresArthur sent Iter in, and as her dre-s sion of deep thought-, absent-mindedly
glimmered away down the garden path, tool; one step, then another, and after a
he settled himself comfortably for his pause a third, finally pulling up before
the mirror, into which she stared vacantwatch.
In the faint moonlight he could just ly lor a moment, and then muttered defiilesi ry the dark shapes of the melons on antly as she turned avvav.
W r II see, .Muster (’hai
the ground in trout of him. The crickets
ley.
were having a high time in the stubble
I.ina Maynard, wind's tin- matter with
eried the blonde, who had watched
around, and the night air drew sweet au- yon
tumnal exhalations from the ground ; for the pantomime >\ ith open mouth and
autumn begins by night a long time be- growing eyes.
fore it does lay day. The night, wind
Lina turned and looked at her thought 1
rustled in the corn with a crisp articu- fully a moment, and then said with dc- 1
lateness he had never noticed in the day- eisivencss :
“Vou just go to Nell's, my dear, and
time. and lie felt like an eavesdropper.
Then for a while he heard the music of say I’m coming pretty soon: and if you
some roving seretiaders, down in the vilI'll ne\er many
say anything else, I'll
lage, and grew pensive with the vague you."
reminiscences of golden youth, romance,
The girls were in the habit of doing as
and the sweet past, that nightly music Lina wanted them to and the blonde
went, pouting w ith unappea.sed curiosity.
vague because apparently they
suggests,
are not reminiscences of the indiv idual
To gain exit from the seminary was a j
but of the race, a part of the conscious- simple matter in these lax days, and live
At last the I minutes later Lina was walking rapidly
ness and ideal of humanity.
music was succeeded by the bay ing of
along tlm highway, her lips linn set, but
dog in some distant farm-yard, and then I her ey es apprehensively reeonnoitering j
ere the ocean of silence had fairly smooth- I the road ahead with frequent glances to;
ed its surface over that, a horse began to each side and behind. < luce she got in or
kick violently in a neighboring barn. the stone wall at the load-side in a conSome time after a man chopped some siderable panic and crouched in the dewy
kindlings in a shed a couple of lots off. j grass w hile a belated villager passed, but
(tradually. however, the noises ceased it was w ithout further adventure 'hat she
like the oft returning yet steadily falling turned into the road leading behind Mr.
ebb of the tide, and Arthur experienced | Steele's lot. and after a brief search idenhow many degress there are of silence, titled the garden where she remembered
j
each more utter than the last, so that the seeing some particularly tine melons,
final and absolute degree must be some- when out walking a day or two pit vous.
thing to which the utmost quiet obtain- There they lay, just the other side of the
able oil earth is uproar. One by one the fence, faintly visible in the dim light
She couldn't help congratulating her
lights went out in the houses till the only
j
ones left were in the windows of the j self, by tile way, on the excellent bohav
'
■
Seminary, visible over the tree-tops a ior of her nerves, whose tense, line-strung j
quarter of a mile away.
j condition was a positive luxury, and she
••The girls keep late hours,” thought ! then and there understood how mm
\nd from that he fell to think I might delight in desperate risks for the
Arthur.
sake of the exalted and supreme j
ing of Lina .Maynard and the careless, mere
almost insolent, grace of her manner, and j sense of perfect sell-possess on that dan- j
that indifferent yet penetrating glance of ger brings to some natures. Not indeed i
that she stopped to indulge in any psyWhere did she come from .' Probhers.
The coast was
ably from California or the far West : he chological speculations.
had heard that the girls out there were of I clear: not a foot fall or hoot stroke
bolder, more unconventional type than at i sounded from the road, and without dethe Last. What a pitv she did not fanev lay she began to look about for a wide
place between the rails where she might
Amv I
W'liat was that moving across the mel- get through. Just as she found it she
It was startled by an unmistakable human
lie reached lor his gun.
on-patch
snore, wliii h seemed to come from a patch
The
a cat though, after all.
was only
of high corn close to the melons, and she
slight noise in the corn-patch attracted j
the animal's attention, and it came across I was fairly puzzled until she observed,
and poked its head into the opening where about ten rods distant in the same line,
Arthur sat. As the creature saw him its an open attic window. That explained
w ith a passing self-constart of surprise would have shattered j its origin, and
the nervous system of anything hut a ; gratulalion, that she had made up her
mind not to marry a limn that snored, she
eat.
It stood half thrown hack on its
began to crawl through the fence. When
haunches, its ears llattened. its eycs glai
half-way through the thought struck her:
ing in a putrefaction of anazemeut. Ar
thur sat motionless as marble, laughing wasn’t it like any other stealing after all
bet ween rails seemed dreadinwardly. For full two minutes the two Thiscrawling
so.
Her attitude, squeezed between
stared at each other without relaxing its fully
two rails and half across the lower one,
tense attitude, the eat by almost imperwas neither graceful nor comfortable, and
ceptible degress withdrew one paw and
then another, and thus backing out of perhaps that fact shortened her scruples.
■■It can't be really stealing, for I don’t
the corn-patch, turned around when at a
feel like a thief,” was the logic that, set| sale distance and slunka away.that eiitlm ! tied
it. and the next moment she had the
A few minutes later
dog,
siast in perfumes, jumped through the moral sensation of lim ing both feet aurfence and trotted across the melon-patch, reptitiously and feloniously on another
his nose to the ground, making a codec : person's land. She decidedly didn't reltion of evening smells. Arthur expected j isii it, but she would go ahead now and
nothing but that lie would scent his !! think of it afterwards. She was pretty
neighborhood, lind him out and set up a sure she would never do it again, any
barking. Hut chancing to lind the eat s ! how, experiencing that common sort of
trail, off went the (logon a full run with | repentance beforehand for the tiling she
was about to do, the precise moral value
nose to the ground.
Such were the varying humors of the of w hu h it would he interesting to inquire.
It ought to count for something, for if it
night. After the episode of the dog, feeldoesn't hinder the act. at least it spoils
him
Arthur
little
a
enveloped
chilly,
ing
self iu the old tattered overcoat and must the tun of it. Here was a melon at her
t hat was a
have dropped into a nap. Suddenly he feet ; should she take it
Within ten lee! of him, just iu bigger one further on, and her imperious
awoke.
the act of stooping over a huge melon, | conscientiousness compelled her to go ten
lie saw the tare steps further into the enemy’s country to
was a woman's figure,
Immortal
rose.
she
as
gods' it get it, for now that she was committed to
clearly
the undertaking she was bound to do the
but 1 am anticipating.
was
The discipline at Westville Seminary best she could.
I ii stoop, to break the \ me, amt to se- I
had been shockingly lax since the long
illness of the principal had left the easy- cure the melon were an instant’s work :
going lirst assistant teacher at the head lint as she bent, the high corn before her
of affairs. The girls ran all over the rules wa\ i'll violently and a lug farmer-looking
had private theatricals, suppers, and man in a slouch hat and shocking old
coat sprang out and seized her hv the
games of all sorts in their rooms at all
In the course ot arm, with a grip not painful, Imt sicken- ]
hours of day or night.
the evening whose events in another ly firm, exclaiming as he did so,
'■Will, I swan ter gosh if ’taint a gal.”
sphere of life have been narrated, several
Lina dropped the melon, and barely
girls called at Lina Maynard’s room to
notify her of the “spread" at Nell Har- recalling the peculiar circumstance in
“•

1

j

—

time

to

suppress

a

scream,

made

a

silent

desperate effort to break away. Hut her
captor's hold was not even shaken, and
lie laughed at the impotence of the attempt. In all her petted life she had
been held a moment against her
will, and it needed not the added considerations that this man was a coarse, unknown boor, the place retired, the time
midnight, and herself in the position of a
criminal, to give tier a feeling of abject
terror so great as to amount to positive
nausea, as she realized her utter powerlessness in his hands.
-So you’ve been
a-stealing my melons,
he demanded grutiiy.
hey
The slight shake with which the question was enforced, deprived her of the
last vestige of dignity and self assertion.
■She relapsed into the mental condition of
a juvenile culprit undergoing correction.
Now that she was caught she no longer
The
thought of her offense as venial.
grasp of her captor seemed to put ail end
to all possible hair-splitting on that point,
and prove that it was nothing more nor
less than stealing, and a sense of guilt left
her without any moral support ag dust her
fright. She was only conscious of utter
humiliation and an abject desire to beg
off on any terms.
Yi’iiat do you go round stealui' folk’s
never

■

melons

fur,

young

woman

?

Don’t yer

folks bring yer up better’ll that? it’s a
dodrotted shame to 'em ef they don’t.
M bat did ye want with the melons.’
Don't they give ye enough to eat tei
home, hey ?”
"We were going to have some supper,
sir." she replied in a seared, breathless
tone, with a little hope of propitiating
him by being extremely civil and explicit
in her replies.
-Who was havin’ supper to this time
er night
he snorted incredulously.
“We girls," was the faint ivph
“\\ hat girls
Had she got to tell where she came
from and he identified !
She couldn't,
she wouldn't.
Hut again came that terrible shake and tile words faltered out :
“Over at the Seminary, sir."
“Whew, so yer one er them, are ye.’
What’s yer name
fold sweat stood on tile poor girl's forehead. she was silent, lie might kill
her, hut she wouldn’t disgrace her father's
name.

“What's yer
allot

he repeated with

name

her shake

She was still silent,
rag in his grasp.

though limp

as

a

"Wall” said he sharply alter waiting a
half minute to see if she would answer.
"I guess ye'll he more i,onlindin’like to
the jedge when he inquires in the morn
in'. A night in the lock-up makes folks
wonderful civil. Now I'll jest trouble ye
to eonie along to the police office," and
lie walked her along by the arm toward
the house.
As the horrible degradation to which
she was exposed Hashed upon Lina, the
last remnant of her self coni rol gave way.
and, hanging back with all her might
against bis band, she burst into sobs.
•■( >h, don't, don’t.
It will kill me.
i'll
tell you my name.
It’s Lina Maynard.
My father is a rich merchant in New

fork, Broadway,

No. 7 Id.

lie

>\iil

give

you anything if you let iue go. Anything
(>h, don't 1
you w ant. < >h, please don't
I couldn't!
I couldn’t 1
In this terror-stricken, wild-eyed girl,
her face streaming with tears, and every
lineament convulsed with abject dread,
there was little enough to remind Arthur
Steele of the queenly maiden w ho had fa
vored him with a glance of negligent curiosity that afternoon. Ile stopped marching her along and said reflectively :
“Lina .Maynard, hey .’ Then you must
he the gal that’s down on Amy Steele
and wouldn't ask her to the party. Say.
ain't yer the one
Lina was too much bewildered by the
sudden change of lack to do more than
stammer inarticulately.
I'm afraid that
in her terror she would have been capable
of denying it, if she had thought that
would help her.
Her captor reflected
more deeply, .scratched his head, and
tinally assuming a diplomatic attitude by
thrusting his hands in his pocket, remark
e.l :
s
pose ye il Hue It 1111111:: 11 -II well el I
to let yer g<> ami say nothin’ more
I reely don't s’pose I'd ni ter to
iilimil it.
do it : Uul it riles me to see Amy minin'

■‘I

was

inline eryin’ every day. and I'll tell ye
HI' ye’ll ask lier to yer fanwhat I'll do.
dango tn-moirer. and lie friends with her
afterward so she’ll eome home happy and
cheerful like. I’ll let ye go. and if ye don't
I'll put ye in jug over night, suit's la ves.
Say yes or no now iptiek !"
“S'cm, yes!" Lina cried with frantic
eagerness.

There was scarcely any possible ranhe could have asked that she would
not have instantly given.
She dared not
credit her ears, and stood gazing at him
in intense appealing suspense, as if he
might he about to revoke his oiler. I’.ut
instead of that lie turned down the huge
collar of the old overcoat, took it oil',
threw it on the ground, and turning up
the slouch of Ins hat. stood before her a
very good looking and well dressed y oung
gentleman, whom she at once recognized
and at length identified in her mind as
tile one walking with Amy that afternoon,
lie bow
which now seemed weeks ago.
ed very low and said earnestly enough,
som

though smilling:
“I humbly bog your pardon."

Lina stared at him with dumb amazement as he went on :
“1 am Arthur Steele,
i eatlie home on
a vacation to-day and was sitting up to

watch father’s melon patch for the pure
fail of it, expecting to catch some small
boys, and w hen I caught you 1 couldn’t resist tlie temptation of a .'ttle farce. As
for Amy, that only occurred to me at the
last, and if you think it unfair, you may
have vour promise back.”
Lina had

now

measurably

recovered

her eiiuanimity, and ignoring his explanation. demanded as she looked around :
■‘How am 1 to gel out of this dreadful

place?” mentally contemplating
of clambering
a young gentleman looking on.
“I will let down the liars," he said, and
they turned toward the fence.
“Let’s see this is your melon, is it not
he olisen ed, stooping to pick up the booty
Lina had dropped in her panic.
“You
You’ve earned
must keep that anyhow.
mean-

while the impossibility
through that fem e with

it.”

Since the tables turned so unexpectedly in her favor Lina had recovered her
dignity in some degree and had become
freezing toward this young man, by whom
she began to feel she had been badly
treated.
In this reaction of indignation
she had really almost forgotten how she
came in the garden at all.
Hut this reference to the melon quite upset her equanimity, and as Arthur grinned broadly

she blushed and stood there in awful eon
fusion.
Finally she blurted out:
“1 did’nt want your stupid melon.
I
only wanted some fun: 1 can’t explain,
and 1 don’t care whether you understand
it or not.”
Tears of vexation glittered in her eyes.
He sobered instantly, and said with an air
of the utmost deference :
"Pardon me for laughing, and do me
this justice to believe that I'm in no sort
of danger of misunderstanding you.
I
hooked too many myself as a boy, not to
sympathize perfectly. Hut you must really
let me carry the melon home for vou.
What would the girls say if you returned
empty-handed ?”
“Well 1 will take the melon,” she said,
half defiantly ; but I should prefer not to
have your company."
He did not reply till he had let down
the bars, and then said

a

clergyman.

ISy

II at

night

we

Haven and on board the
New York boai.
We bought our tickets
and then went wandering around, here
1 and there, in the solid comfort of being
••Tlit* streets are not safe at this hour, ] free and
idle, and of putting distance beand you’ve had frights enough for one tween ourselves and the mails and tele
were

::ts.

a

New

[From the .Vtlantu- for Oct-scr.]
All the journeyings I have ever done
had been purely in the way of business.
The pleasant May weather .suggested a
novelty, namely, a trip for recreation,
the bread-and-butter element left out
The reverend said he would go, too a
good man. one of the best of men. al

Beef.

Agriculturalist says: ••Feeding cat-

r

Story that

night."

in New

graphs.

She made no further objections, and
After a while 1 went to my state room
with the water-melon poised on his shoul- and
undressed; hut the night was too ender he w alked by her side, neither speakticing for bed. We were moving down
ing a word, till they readied the gate of 1 the hay now. and it was pleasant to -land
the Seminary grounds. There she stop- at the window and take the cool
night
ped and turning, extended her hands for breeze and watch the gliding lights
the melon. As he gave it to her theii eyes shore.
Presently two elderly men -at
met a moment, and their mutual
appre- down under that window and began a
ciation of the humor of the situation ex- conversation.
1'heir talk was properly
pressed itself in ail irrepressible smile that ! no business of mine, yet I was feeling
seemed instantly to make them acquaintfriendly towards the world and willing to
ed, and she responded almost kindly to he entertained.
I soon gat In red that
his low "good evening."
j they were brothers, that they were from a
Amy came home jubilant next day. small (,'onnei tieut village, and that the
Lina Maynard had invited her to hei par- j matter in hand concerned the
cemetery
ty, and had been ever so good to her. and Said one :
there was nobody in the world like Lilia.
Now, John, we talked it all o\ci
Arthur listened and said nothing. All
among ourselves, and this is what we've
the next week it was the same story of done: ,v on see.
everybody was a movin'
Lina's beauty, good nature, cleverness and t from the old
huryin' ground, and our
perfections generally, and above all her I folks was most about left to themselves,
goodness to herself, Ann Steele. Lina j as you may say. They were crowded.
was indeed fultilling bet
promise with too as you know : lot vva'n't big enough
generous over-measure. And after once | in the lirst place ; and last year when
taking up with Amy, the sweet simplici- 1 Seth'.- wife died, vve couldn't hardly tuck
ty anti enthusiastic loyalty of the child to her in.
She sort o' overlaid l>eaeoii
herself, won her heart completely. The Shorb's lot. and lie soured oi her. so n>
other girls wondered, but Lina Mavnard's !
speak, and on the rest of us, too So vve
freaks always set the fashion, anti Amy, talked it
over, and I was for a lay out iti
|
to her astonishment and nountlless tie•the new sunken on the hill. 'They vva'n't
light. found herself the pet ofthe Semina- ! unwilling, if it was cheap. \vell. the t wo
The little blonde, Lina's sweetheart, best and
ry.
biggest plots was No. and No
alone rebelled against tin
ew order of b—both of a sizoimee comfortable room
j
tilings tint 1 w as turn>uslv jealous, fur which i for twenty-six -twenty six full-grown,
she was promptly snubbed by Lina, ami that is: hut
you reckon in children ami
\nd mean- other shorts, and strike an average, and
Amy taken into her place.
while, Mna caught herself >e oral tittvs 1 should
say you might lay in thirty. or
wondering whether Arthur Steele was may he thil'ty-two or three, pretty r ont.-el
satisfied with the way she was keeping
no ciowdin to signify."
her pledge.
\\ illiain. \\ liieli om
That't a pleat
It was Wednesday night and Arthur did
you buy f
was to return to New
York Thursday
"ell. I III coining In til.II. .1 >liti.
morning. Although he had walked the sec. No. s was s|:{. N.. ''sir
streets every afternoon and had met nearI see.
So yi ill toiik No,
ly till the other girls at the Seminary, he
■■N on wait.
I took N" !l.
Vml 111
had not seen Lina again.
11 is mother, I you liir
why. In the lirst place I >.■
whom lie took about a good deal on pleas- Shot'll wanted it.
Well, alter the w.i
ure
drives, seriously wondered if tile he'd gone on about Seth's Wife m e; lappa f
eagerness of city life was really spoiling his prcm'ses. I'd 'a' heat him old "i that
his faculty for leisurely pleasures.
He No o if I'd 'a' had to stand two dolin'
always seemed to be looking out ahead : extra, let alone one. That's tlm w r 1
for something, instead of quietly enjoying felt about it.
Says I what's a holla:. my
the passing scenery
He had consented l
I
way? Lite's only a pilgrimage. ~.
to accompany Amy to a little church sowe ain't here for good, and we can ; Mbciable on t he evening before his departure. it with us,
So I just dun ped
t
says I.
It was a species of entertainment which down, knowin’ the Lord don't
iiltm
;
In* (k'testtMl, 1 *nt' !»♦ t!ii•iiL^Iit !»•■*
good di ed to go toi nothin’ and alklatni
sibly meet Lina there, as Amy had said to take it out o’ somebody in the course
some of the Seminary girls would be
pres- o’ trade. Then there was another tea
ent.
son. John.
No. it's a long u iv the ban
At once on entering the vestry, he I diest lot in the smitten. and the liklied
caught sight of her at the other end ot for situation
It lays right, on top oi a
the room among a group of girls. At tile knoll in the dead centre of the
bury in'
sound of the closing door she glanced tip ground: and you can see
Millport from
with an involuntary gesture of expectthere, and Tracy's, and lioppet .Mount,
ancy and their ey cs met. She looked con- and a raft o' farms, and so on. 'There
fused and instantly averted her face. ain't no better outlook from a
bury in
There was plenty of recognition in lie: ! plot in tile state. Si
Higgins says so
expression but she did not bow the retd and I reckon he ought to know. Well,
reason being that she was too much et.i
that ain't all. Course Shnrli bad to take
barrassed to think of it.
lint during the No. s; wa'n't no help Tor it.
Now No.
week he had so many times canvassed hiis- on to No. !», but it's on the
slope ol
the chatters of her recognizing him w hen the bill, and every time it rains it'll .soak
they should meet that he had become right down on the Shorbs. si Higgins
quite morbid about it. and manifested I says when the deacon's time comes, hr
tile usual alacrity of persons in that state
better take out tire and marine insurance
of mind in jumping at conclusions they
on his remains.”
wish to avoid,
lie had been a tool to
Here there was the sound of a lox
think she would recognize him as an ue- placid duplicate chuckle of applci i.C :• • u
qiiaintaure. What had he done but to and satisfaction.
insult her. and wb.it a.-soei..lions save
>
"Now. John. here
Title rough drat
distressing ones could .-.lie li.r, e with him. of the ground, that i’ -• i; de on a pie
lie would exchange a lew greetings with
I p here, in tie
of paper.
.-ft band e,.i
old friends and then quiet Iy slink otf home tier we've bunched the departed : took
and go to packing up.
lie was rallur
them from the old grave yard and stow
sorry for his mother: she vvo|S|l feel so ed them one alongside o' t'other, on a
badly to have him ihbody and cross on lirst come lirst served plan, no partiali
the hist ev ening at home, dust then some ties, with gran-'ther June fm a starter,
one touched his sieve, and looking around
only bei ause it b.ippeued so. and windin'
lie saw Amy
She put her Hushed little up iudiserimiuaie with SetITs twins
\
lace close to bis ear and whispered
little crowded towards the end of the lay
■•I.in.: -siiil I might introduce yon. out. It)ay he, but we reckoned 'Iwa'rn’t
Well next
Isn’t In Ik-:1111iI'til though, to-night ! of best to scatter the twins.
oojjrse \ oil'll fall in lot e w itli 1 u-r. Ii.it mu comes the liv in' Here, where o'- a;,irked
A, we'rt gniif to put Mariarand bei i.ou
lnusn’t t ry to cut me out."
Arthur was Amy's ideal of gentleman- Ii.v when t hey 'rc called ; l>. that's liir broth
ly ease and polish, and sin had been proud er Hosea and Ids'll : C. Calvin and tribe.
i;sl
of having sn line a city brother to intro- What’s left is these two lots he’ e
duce tn the girls.
Imagine her aston di- i the jeni of the whole pateh for genera!
luent and el ia grin when she saw him stand- | style and Iiverlonk : they're for me and
ing before 1 ,ina with an exaggeration oft he my folks, and you and ymmi. \\ liieb
agitated, sheepish air tile girls made such them would you rather be buried in
"I swan you've took me mighty iinex
tun of in their rural admirers, lint if that
It sort of started llie
surprised her. what was her umarentent ; pected, W iiliam
Tael is. | was thinkiif so bu-y
shivers
to see l.ina looking equally confused, and
blushing to where her neck curved be- i about makiiT tilings eomfortable tor the
neath the lace, although the brave eyes others, I hadn't tbonght about being but
ied myself.”
lnet liis l:iirly :
A wise instinct told Amy
■•Lite's otTy a licet in' bow. John, a
that here Was something she didn't unWe've all got to go. soon
derstand. and she had better go away, j the savin'is.
and she did.
j er or later. 'To go with a clean '•cord's
Fact is. it's the only
"Tile melon was\ery good. Mr. Steele," the main tiling.
said l.ina demurely, with a glimmei of thing worth stlivin' for. John.
so
■■Yes. that's so. \\ illjan
ilia
fun in her Idaek eyes.
Which
-Miss Maynard, 1 don't know how I there ain't no getting around it.
shall beg pardon or humble my self euengli oi these lots would you tv onmii ml ?
V "I!
"Will, it depends. John. \
for my outrageous treatment of you."
pa :
hurst forth Arthur. "1 don't know what tieular about outlook ?'
"I don't say I am. W iiliam 1 don t say
I should have done if I hadn't had an opI’,tit mant
portunity for apologizing pretty soon, and I ain't. 1‘eely. I don't know
iv, 1 reckon I'd set store by a -until ex
now 1 scarcely dare to look you in the
face."
posure."
■■'That's easy lixed. John. They're both
Mis chagrin and sell reproach were g si
nine enough, lmt lie might have left "It south exposures. 'They take the mi and
that last, for he hadn’t been looking any- tile Shofiis get the -bade.'
"I low about sile. W iiliam
where else since he came into the rnmii.
-I Ts a sandy sile I. s mostly loom
"Yeti did shake me rather hard," she
•■You may ginnm- I
then. W iiliam
said, with a .-'milling contraction of the
black evebrows.
sandy sile eaves in. more or less, and
osts for repairs."
(Lind hca\ails ! had lie actually shaken
All right : set your n ime down lionthis divine creature, this Cleopatra of a
Now, t mi don't nun.I
girl, whose queenly brow gave her hair John, under I'.
the look "I a coronet!
Me groaned in
payin' your share of the SI | John, while
spirit and looked so self-reproachful and We're on the business, cv rything's fixed.
\ tier sonic higgling and sharp bargain
chagrined that she laughed.
-I d oft know about forgiving you for
mg the money was paid, and John bade
that, put I’m so grateful you didn’t take his brother good night and look his
leave.
There was silence for smile nio
me to the lock-up that I suppose 1 ought
meats: then a soft elmekle welled up
not te mind the shaking."
Hut Miss Maynard, you surely don't from tile lonely W iiliam, and be im111• ■:
"1 declare for't, if I haven't mad'
ed
think I was in earnest about that!" lie \
mistake! It's l» that mostly Inmu. not
claimed in strenuous deprecation.
And John's booked for a --and' sile alt.a
"I don't know, I'm sure,” she said,
Yell looked as if y mi were all."
doubtfully.
There vva
t
another soft chuckle,
callable of it."
William departed to Ins rest al -■>
lie was going on to protest still tai Hum
when slit- interrupted him, anil said,
Ttie
■'

j

■

■

laughingly

"You take to apologizing so naturally
that I’d nearly forgot ton that it was not
I
you but I who was the real culprit.
must really make a lew excuses myself
before I hear any more from you
And she told him all about her brother
Charley's letter, and the spirit of emulation that had got her into trouble.
It
was easy enough to joke about certain aspects of the matter, but when became to
talk in plain language about her performances that night, she became so much embarrassed and stumbled so badly that
Arthur felt very ill at ease.
"And when I think what would have
happened if I'd fallen into anybody's
hands lmt yours, you seem almost like a
deliverer. At which Arthur had another
access of humiliation to think how uncliivalrously he had treated this princess in
disguise. How he would like to catch
somebody else abusing her that way!
And lie told her all that he had thought
and felt about her during the stealing
scene, and she gave her side of the drama,
to their intense mutual interest.
"Isn't it about time we were going
home, Arthursaid Amy’s voice.
The room was nearly
Ih- glanced tip.
empty, and the party from the Seminary
were waiting for Lina.
"Miss Maynard, may I call upon you
J”
in New York during vacation
•‘1 should be happy to see you."
",-t n rrroir, then!"
",t ii rrrnir!"

A

Maryland farmer put his pipe in his
after a smoke the other day, and

pocket
soon

found himself atire all over, receiv

ing burns which caused his death the
next day.

Pennsylvania

Invasion.

Only short tune bet >:.* Gemrd Gnu.! «
tin* Kapidau, in tin- spring ot ISiiI. General !.<•>
said to me. "If 1 < oithl i|n s,» -imf«*rtiina!e|\ I r.m
u«»t
-1 wi• 11111 Mi nil
the Potomac ami in\:i• I•
Pennsylvania I believe it to be our true poh.\
notwithstanding tin* failure of boa v car. \n m
vasioti of tin* enemy's country breaks up all of Ins
presence, amt we subsist while there on bi< iv
The question of <
sources
gives
yl ftn
me more trouble ami uneasiness
V u
else
of
the
armv
from
nil; the absence
a

*•<*1 !«■• t
ginia gives our people an opportunity
supplies ahead The legitimat. : ut- *i% .t \ i» t«»r\
i>.
nun.- readilv
if gained in Pennsyh ainia. com!.I
reaped than on our own soil W. u.mM have been
in a few days' march ot' IVuI.elelphia. am! tin* o.
eupatiou ot that city would hav given us p. ae.
T

>

It is very ilillieult with auv n :i*»t t■ 1111• t» ,| with
the Army of Northern Virginia t*» rca!iz» bow
straitened we were fni* supplies of all kinds. s
peciallv food. Tlie ration «• r a general officer vv as
double that of a private, ami so meagre was that
double supply that frequently to appease my him
ger 1 robbed mv horse of a handful of corn, which,
parched in tin* tin*, served t<. allay tin* cravings oi
What must haw been the condition •>!
nature.
the private
In speaking ot tin* tight of the J.l of .li.lv at
Gettysburg. General l.ee said. "I shall ever believe
if General Pender had remained on In-- horse half
an hour longer we would have carried the ciicinv s
position. After Pender fell, tin* eommand of fiis
division devolved on an officer unknown to the
division: hence tin* failure of Pickett's receiving
tin* support of this division. Our loss was heuvv
at Gettvsburg. but m my opinion m» greater than
it would have been from tin* series of battles l
would have been compelled to tight bad I remained
in Virginia.” ••General la*e." says Major Seddon.
"then rose from his seat and with an emphatic
gesture said. ’And. sir. we did whip them at Gettys
burg, and it will be seen for the next s|\ months
that army will be as quiet as a sucking dove.*"
The Armv of the Potomac made u<> aggressive
movement, saving tin* //'u.v«vi known as Mine l‘un.
from the dd of July. I Slid, until General Grant
crossed the Kapidau in May. IXtl-l. precisely ten
months afterward.
The failure to crush the Petleral Army in Penn
sylvania in 18t»d, in the opinion of almost all tin*
officers of the Army of Northern Virginia, can be
expressed in live words—the absence of our earnin'.
IGemral II. Heath, V S. A in Philadelphia
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Steamer.

^ulo of Thursday

suvort-

1!h■

-ji!on<li«l stomner Massachusetts,
i;u- sinnington and Now
York line,
nt adioiv on Loim island, and became
total

.1

reek.

\\

II l Oct >.
Tin* steamer Fran*
rived at >toniugto:i at midnight from (irecnwall tii
strainer Massachusetts* passengers.
mber. The passengers left the
■'•
'I I o'clock.
\t that hour the Massa
"•
was hard ..ii :i nu'li just otf the village of
a-t
M
Long Island. The water was
w.iio
thr main deck, ami in the opinion of
;
the hue.! must go to pieces,
(
pa:-. n_.
apt.
V- .i
went out on the Frances, however.
lv- !: :i: the h.»at may not be damaged as much
ii‘poS'1.1. .cad that she will be got otf in a day
wo
No lives were lost nor any of the passeii
>
: u’rii
N'ine of the passengers went to New
^ .’i'U Ji'otn Orr. aport.
The rest are here ami will
'•> Fio\ iiiei’.ee on tin*
steamboat train. S'liicof
'•
'-dir.-rs of the Massachusetts came on the
dee-, so that no official account of the accident
he obtained.
Tht‘ passengers, however, agree
we!> ip.m the followdug storv
The Massa
:n let't New York at .Wcloek Thursday at'ter'•0*1
with about ion passengers on board, and a
i.tun* cargo «.f freight.
The day had been stormy,
the \ioh-ace of the storm increasedas the boat
down the sound
Vbout 11 o'clock a terrible
.•o' was i
lowing, and it is reported that the Cup-a.d ii>• had io-! lbs light-. The fog was so
k that nothin.: could be seen, and the w histle
w e- blow
mg incessantly
About half-past M the passengers report that
engines were -topped for a few minutes : then
it went ah. ad -lowly fora few minutes, and
Lo u tl.r
:ui!ir stopped again
In half a minute
!'<• l!iie w as a t-u rilde crash, iiuiekly followed
two i::. M'r. Sonic of the
passengers were thrown
u
their berths by the shock, while all were
nibiy frightened. People poured out of tlieir
ite rooms, a- if limy felt their time was short.
live minutes almost every passenger hail on
bio preserver ai d was waiting for the worst
u«• re wa>. however, no confusion and no outcries.
! ao or three w oiiieit are
reported to leave fainted.
) ini..(...it i-emphatically denied. T!e ollieers
I
L
.at told the passengers that the boat was
•!;•!, 1. and t!iat there was no danger at present
bsheltered position in w.tich tin* boat then
fl
vioimer of the gale was less severely
a
1 reassured by the comforting words <>t tienest of the passengers took otf the lit:.--erv.
-. :in.i some of the cooler ones went back
!
I !.is w a- about on.-‘o'clock. 11 aif an hour
ertis. wii.d. which had been blowing from tlie
:
a-;, suddenly chang'd to northwest, and
upon ii;. stranded boat with terrific force
; I N'

1

1

.1

*.

■

■

"•

Thn

st.-.mii-!'. which

lie.ivily

mp

t

upon

Itobbers

;■

irm

.ii

posted

lay ijuite steady, began to
the rocks. Kvery sea would

!iit-li had

u

partially

.'■A

up

amu;;

■

■

■

o

N>

'i ii iv Mi l:! in 'T 1 lie i.Je ol 1 !■•• steamer and
few minute.- were .-afely lamb,-. -n the beat h
\ ’-it s o'clock tie- iirst boat load of passengers
A line was
■.•■lit adinfe in 1 he steamer's boat.1 In 'if and tlm
boat hauled through the surf.
Th. re was no trouble a.- long as the boat lloated.
bill I lie 1,1''liielll it struck the beach it fell Upon
-1' 1 e. the
water pomvd in. and the passengers
Imi came ashore m the Iirst boat got pretty wet :
at alter that tl;
gelieiolis people of La.-t .Marion
•lif 1 into ilu w att ! to meet each boat load and
-'
a 1
lie- bo.it. and ;u sonic eases
pa-sen
i:p b"d.,|) and carried them to the land. Tlm
•<!' disembarkation lasted all the fore 1101*11.
.d:i 'a a
L'oeioel. 1 .efore t lie last passenger w as
i-.
While tie disembarkation was going on
v. md
w hi li
had subsided a little, about 7
U blew will increasing fury, and the passeii
w civ told what to do in ease the boat
suddenly
a

..

e

w

picked

■

cut to

pieces

la- t all were .-ate on shore. Most of them
d dinner at om*e. while a few rushed otf to
take t lie ears at tirccnport.
The main bod)- of the
,*.!-setigers took carriages for (ireenport about ’!
lock. nd it ‘ached there, about live miles away,
i
.1 ai.d a
half later. They were informed
v lie- bra:.ci- would coum there for them, ami
7 o'« lock tlm Krai lees appeared.
Halt an
••in I ;1
.-lie started on her reinrii.
Soon alter
deju’: i.iv t'r■•mu <»reeliport the passengers began
Mood) and Saiikey hymns, and. inspired
:i-.«• 11
a
prayer meet mg w as held on
A:

;<•

■«

..

*•

">-

lbM
Haley of New Hampshire othciat
;md one nt the passengers states that he never
*-d
a
...
prayer meeting .-o mmdi before in liilloi:. Neal |)ow of Maine Was one of the
.,•(! passeiiLTers. and improved tlm opportunity
make a temperance speech.
\ singular incident
b’m i;
iit was that when tlm danger was at its
im.-dit and tlm steamer threatening to break apart
•.••••) minute. a number of passengers were actual-•a-mk.’ and declared, with true unction of sick
e
tiiat they did lmt ear
whether the boat
-'it dowui or not.
The condition of tin* cargo
* Mm of the deck hands
■. i- *i
1"- told.
says they
vu
overboard -V.’) bales of cotton, nearly all
efc
*! board.
i- a coincidence that
tin*
w bev th.- Massachusetts struck was within a
uile
•! tlm place where the Commodore
went
-imi •. about leu years ago. and was broken up.
-!»a w here ii,.- es,-el lies is proiioiineed one
w
-i on the i.oug Island coast.
How the
'-iin.---its aim- to be ; i.-t there is at present a
b.ipt. Waldron think- the report that
M
milu-d t- pa-sed < >1111 Island and turned
•a
mistake.
He is inclined to think that
Joim- ..as er-epiim close along the coast in
’."get Lie protection, as much as possible.
a
-bore, and that in some way lie struck when
!"ol, mr for an anchorage.
1

>

■

■

The

Outlook

m

Pennsylvania.

\ Philadelphia special in the Boston
Herald thus speaks of the political out'onk in Pennsylvania :

"Both Democrats and Republicans in
Pennsylvania are resting with ears strain's! to catch the word from Ohio. A prominent Republican says : "If it don’t go our
wa\ there next week, we may is well
shut up shop and go home : we’ll have no
show here." The headquarters of the
Republican committee do not give much
evidence of activity or business : the solitary table in the centre is hare of paper,
pen or ink. Thera was an absence of
that hustle and litter usual to the head
quarters of a great and political organization. "Waiting for the Ohio election"
was stamped upon everything as plainly
as could be.
Chairman McClellan of the Democratic
state ('ommittee. being interviewed, said:
■If we are beaten In Ohio, it will onlv
make it harder work for us in this State,
but. if Bishop is elected Governor, we will
have an easy job of it.
1 have just heard
from t 'ongressman Southard of the Zanesv ilk- Distrii t.
He is rather of the opinion
that Bishop will be elected, hut considers
the Green hack and Labor tickets such
important and unknown factors in the
contest, that lie is not confident or sani also have a telegram
guine of success,
Ironi another gentleman,
lie claims the
State ticket sure, and the Legislature
'cry close.
Yes, indeed, 1 have every
hope of w inning in November. We have
nominated ev eptionally tine local tickets
nil oxer the State, and everything points
t" sneers:
Mi o| the indications are that
xxu.x. The labor movement is assuming
unexpected proportions in this State, and
Labor vote in Ohio will
a full poll of tin'
lie followed by new energy on the part of
tlial element in this State."
Why

JVast

is

in

Eclipse.

The

in

a

ravine, when

on

W

cdiie-day morning,

;
I

|
j

j

|
;

down

the whole brood of rascals, with the
about '• o'clock, they >aw t wo dusty and tra\el
stained men urging; their jaded horses straight <>
determination to bring them to justice.
wards the station from the north
They had a !c l
horse, wliosc load, if it was not bulky, was weighty. ; The oll'enders against whom indictments
There was nothing that was suspit ions in their ap j have been found for
participation in these
pcaiviiec. ; >r they would ready have been taken j
tor cow boys out on a search for lost cattle, and
gigantic robberies are to he brought to
had they ridden across the track and continued
justice as fast as they can tie secured,
without halting they might have passed on unchallenged. They rode to the shady side of the most of them having tied the state since
station, and one of them dismounted, leaving his
Hampton took possession of the governpartner in charge of the horses and pack pony.
This man said they were Texas cattle men on their ment.
way home, and inquired the wav to Fort Lamed.
< hi
Jiis partner had. meanwhile, asked of the station
Saturday last some largo game of
agent tin* way to Thompson'.- store, and while eon
this kind was bagged, United States Senand
versing earele-sly taken out his handkerchief
exposed a letter, the address on which was -Joel ator Patterson having been arrested at
< ollins
Washington, on a requisition from Gnv.
mail win- was
Joel < ollins was precisely lie
wanted, lie claimed to be a cattle dealer and made
Hampton, lie is charged with bribery,
bis headquarters about twenty miles from the
After
When last year and conspiracy to roll the state.
seem- of the robbery at Ogallalla
he drove a herd of rattle to the Black Hills he was
his arrest, a writ of habeas corpus was
a
man
who
mimed
Riley,
hap
accompanied by
pelted to be on the tram which wa robbed, and applied for and issued on the ground that
was w ounded while standing on tlie platform of a
his arrest and detention is a breach of
ear by a shot tired by one of the robbers.
When
the robbers went through the ear In* recognized his privilege as a Senator.
He was re< ollins.
notwithstanding his mask of black crape, leased on hail,
a
hearing.
pending
but prudently kept his knowledm* to himself till
he reached Omaha,
\nother pa-scmger alsi. iib-n
Chamberlain, who is also under indicttilied the leader of the band. His name ami de
ment in the state of which he was once
scription were promptly telegraphed over tile conn
try. ami every operator was on the lookout t\»r him. Covernnr, is now or was recently in New
Sheriff Bardsley. being promptly bur quietly m*
tilied. came up to 1h<- station, eumuned the horses
York, and may soon lie called for. He
and made other satisfactory obsen atioii.-. lie eon
to he quite indifferent to the proappears
ver.-ed with the robber ami asked m.anv questions
which were freely answered, 'file walked together
ceedings and serious charges. In 1^7(1
t ollins made m*
to tin1 station and took a drink
effort to conceal his real name, and after some this man wrote a letter to Kimpton. —one
minutes' conversation he ami Ins partm-r rode of the
gang in which the whole slate govleisurely away out on the open puun-. striking
ernment seemed to lie engaged, intent
southward. Tile Sheriff started bark to the camp,
ami his posse saddled and rode after the two
upon robbing the people of their means
••Texans." The description «>f the closing scene I
lake from the Kansas City Times, as follows:
for conducting the ordinary affairs of the
\\ hen < ollins and his « ouipanion saw the Sheriff
state.
In this letter to Kempton are
and his blue coated pos.se of eav.dry appear on
their trail, they manifested no excitement. On the
found the following interesting and incontrary, they rode on leisurely on the Texas trail
structive paragraphs in regard to a conuntil Sheriff Banish-;, rode up ami halted them
• 'oilius looked at
Bardsley and demanded hi- lm.-i
templated raid on the railroads of the
liesSaid Sheriff Banish-;
state:
I leave a description of some train robbers
which answer well to you- appearance, i want
"liu \ ill uiilrrstaiiil fully the plan of the o. A’’
you and your partm-r to return with me to tin*
It is proposi'il t.i liny
It.lit ill
ciitcrpi'iststation,
ton in-ed fear nothing it yn are imio
wnrlltnl Tin* t. ,1 C stock. This, u iih lilt* s i:i:t,
cent, and ii' von are the men 1 want, then I am
nun nl stuck held hi tin* state, will give entire eon
SHMMMi better off. Idea-.- come back to the -tation.
tml to ns.
The Laurens braueli will be soli! in
gentlemen."
I'elmutn la ileeree of court, all,l will cost aol
\ on are mistaken .n your men. gentlemen." re
more than -oii.tifjn. and
probably not more than
bht of course, there is s|n.mm. Tin*
pin-d ollins. lailghiludv
Spartansliiug and I tiiim can also In
no u-e to object
We'w ill -ro back and have the
pot wit bout dillieulty. We shall then have in 0.
mistake explaim-d \\ a-v Tex a- boy ;• »i ig holm* A T Ills miles, in Laurens SI. and in S. A 1 70
that's all."
miles —in all '.’li'i miles- eijuipped and running
Then 111• -y turned their tired horses bud; to
I*111 a lirst mortgage of s'll.'liiil a mile on this, sell
"aids tin -tatiolu \- tlie\ turned they exchanged the honds at Sim Oil. and tlie balance, alter
pat
a few
brief words, which were umli-tinguishablc iii- all imlhtvs for cost and
repairs, is immense,
e\e!i
by the nearest ti'i>oj;er They rode a few over sp.min min. There is a mint of money in this
hundred yards over the lcvd plain towards the
or I ain :i fool.
Then wn will -soon compel the
station, w hen suddenly tin- leader. Collin.. broke
c II
s
IL to tall into our hands and complete tin*
tin* silence Tiirniiia to hi- companion. hi-said
e< illliect ililll
1
to
-he v i lie. \ l\ There is ail ill
Hard, if we ar In die. we might a well die
lei mi 11* verge for expansion of power before us.
game."
11 rite me fully and tell me of
anything you want
Then he drew his revolver. 11 is partm-r l'o|
done
My las! letter w as very full."
lowed 111- example, but liefoiv either <'■ 11!11 tile tinSn bold had their operations become at
trooper- had lired a volley into them, aid t !iey i« 1!
from their horses ridilh-d with bullets.
this time that tin- letter of which the
Oil the pad; pollV wen- found S'JO gobi pieces to
the value of g.'b.UIH). all the coin.- being of this above is an extract, was written upon the
'ears minting
The money was i'n-d up in the
legs of a pair of pantaioolis. a- Honentots carry regular official paper of the attorney genostrich eggs, and throw a on the pony's bad; to be
eral's ofl'n-e. Idled at that lime by Chamcovered with blanket-. \ small piece of paper was
berlain. This very pretty and well laid
found on t ollim-'s body, upon which was written a
copy of verses in a woman's ham’., dedicated to scheme included the use of nearly half a
•loci CollinThe antecedents of t "Bins are not
detinitdy known, but it is -aid tliat lie bails from million of railroad stoek. hrhl In/ tin1 stitlr;
Dallas. Tex., where he is connected with a good
the ring showing an innocent and guilefamily ami has made a .1 reputation. On the
other hand, it is declared mo.-l circumstantially
less indifference as to whether they were
that ho was a cattle thief, swindled his partm-r out
making use of their own money or that of
ot a herd "I steers dditeen liioutlis ago. stole tlie
herd he drove h> Deadwood from his brother, ami
Hie state in furthering their own idea of
at Deadwood kept a low dam
nail ami earned ldr
himself Hie reputation of a sta_n- robhci aid general becoming immensely wealthy at the exdesperado. There Were Ho papers oil the corpse of pense ol the people they were supposed
hi- comrade, but he is said to have been one Bass.
to he serving as legal ollicers.
The closat

subsided. broke

passengers who had gone down to
in ha.-t-The life preservers
wen
one nion- put on. and there was a general
-etatio::
that
the
hoar
would
;
immediately
■an
S::ll the otlieers and passengers prc
;•
admirable composure. although there was
it
»r t**ar
No one knew where she was
.1- so dark that absolutely nothing could be seen.
Th w ind howled so that conversation w as almost
mandible, while above all was the incessant thump
i the s.a-nd of heavy grinding, which all knew
w. .- raliu*: out the bottom of the boat
The gild
a.'of the staterooms began to fall down and in
‘ii
of
even
tell
to tile
-laterooms the berths
The rods
miieh was the boat spread.
a •: .-!i
held the ebaudeliers in the main saloon bad
ip.pod 1 ik pipe st ins. and pieces of the side of
a
boat had been broken away. The water was
-1'il: ill the forecastle. and the deckhands set to
w
i; to lighten tlm boat.
Overboard went cotton.
11oi r. whiskey. sugar, until half the cargo was in
tie-sen
Tim otiier half was kept in to balance
Thus tiie night wore away, and it was a
m'ht
iiieh the passengers will not soon forget.
\ "-in four M'li'i l; tlm northwester lighted up a
iiitm unl a dim black line of shore could he seen.
\s tlm morning began to break it became apparent
lint tlm boat wn-on Long Island. She apparently
-truck head on and swung around until her bow
,'ointed east. The wave.- were beating on the
windward side so t'uriously that the spray dashed
*r the upper deck and fell on the leeward side of
flic boat.
The boat was about duo feet from the
-h-• re. and although she formed a 1 reakwater the
;rf wa-running very high oil tlm beach
Soon
.ift» t -hniight the position of the boat was seen
Toni tin* -Imre, and there was a speedy gathering
the people on the beach.
Al'oiit 'i o’clock <me of the steamer's boats was
■•vd and <"iue of her otlieers went on shore.
Vb*nit this lime haniel Clark put oil' through the
:rt m a ilory and sat'elv reached the steamer.
lie
•v..s heartily welcomed, as it proved that a boat
"aid Ii;.- in tlm -urf. a fact that sfriitm ot the pas
1; v
Cliarle Mat
!i:id been inclined to doubt.
f mason also calm* oil from shore and the passcii
then learned a Here 1 hey were. Some of them
.iiit.-d to g,» ashore in the dories, but Capt. Join s
! ; it would be
i.
safer for the passengers to
and
in the steamer’s boats.
Three of the
le*w e\«t. John Hogan of Providence,
Coiue\ of l'owtuekct and C. C. Shelb) of
T

.1 :’<•>!i.

Game.

BELFAST, THURSDAY, OCTOBER II. 1877.
Hole and Hoi> are painting pails in the Minnesota
ITBLISUKD ltVIiKY Tlll’KSDAY MOUSING BY
State Prison, ami though the James boys, those
heroes of the bonier highway, have not been heard
w 1 L L 1 A M
II
SI M P S 0 N
of tor some time, there is' no lack hereaway of
KDITOK AND PKOl’KlKTOK.
thieves who will display on occasion brutality,
Sr usrtai’TtoN Tkrms.
hi advance, $J. 00 a year;
bravery or romance Eastern readers have not
forgotten the last train robbery, which in boldness within tin* year. 8JA0; at the expiration of the
and success u a- not inferior tot hose of some years
>d.OO.'
year.
A dvi:i:tisi n<; Tkkms.
For one square, (one inch
ago over in Iowa and down in Missouri, while the
method adopted was essentially the same.
of length in column.) 81.00 for one week, and Jf»
On the
I'.'th of September a party of armed men rode up
cents for each subsequent insertion.
A fraction or
to 111: Springs, a water tank station on the I'nion
a square charged as a full one.
I’acilie Hail mad, about lull'' way between old Fort
Tin* following are authorized agents for the
Kearney and Cheyenne, and compelled the opera
tor to detach his instruments, detecting instantly
.Journal:
and preventing 1 is ruse, when, in taking out the
S. R. Nn.r.s. No. ti. Treuiont St.. Boston.
S M. Dr.iTKNinim. A Co., ti State St.. Boston,
sounder." lie attempted to leave the relay" eon
( onneetiou thus
ut oil',
m eted w ith the w ires.
and X, Dark Bow N. A'.
e eastward-bound
ambushed
tl
which
Hokaci: Dodd, DJI Washington St.. Boston.
they
express,
was stopped by waving a red lamp, and disarmed,
to o. D. Rowtaa. A- Co.. 10 Dark Row". New York.
Batks A Lockk, dl Dark Row, New York.
placed under guard the conductor, engineer, etc.
The few passengers on the platforms were driven
in by pistol shots and compelled to keep their seats
Administrators. Exkci tobs and Ci akdians
under guard, a robber with two revolvers sweeping desiring their advertisements published in tin* .Joureach car. while another with cocked pistol in hand nal will please so state to the Court.
searched the passengers. The passengers were not
armed so lavishly as European travellers declare
SUBSCRIBERS remitting money or desiring to
average Americans to be. or were scared by the have the address of papers changed* must state the
brutal doineauor of their guards, for all -urrend
Do.-t Cilice to which the paper has been sent, as
ered their valuables without resistance. Some ot well as the otiiee to which it is to go.
them received Hack from tin* radians valued arti
eles of jewelry or watches with Masonic emblems
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
inscribed on them, and a one armed man w as given date on the colored
slips attached to the paper, it
Hack ali his propertv
The thieves made a noble is the
only form of receipt now used. For instance.
haul. From the express cai.they did not have
!•> May 7s. means that the
subscription is paid to
time to break into the safe—t!ic\ took M >0,000 in
that date. When a new payment is made, the date
and
-;>nie
The
:
front
gold
passengers
wilt be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBcurrency
about S'jOOt) and a number ot watches. They did
ERS ARE REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR
not roh tile passengers in the sleeping ear, owing
DATES ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears
to
as
the
tlu* arrival ot a freight train just
perhaps
are requested to forward the sums due.
robbery was being perpetrated. After putting out
the tires on both engines the robbers started north
ward in the direction of the North I’latte river
South Carolina’s Indicted Ex-Oliicinls.
and Red Cloud Agency, but after reaching Ash
Hollow the party separated into three parties, the
Justice moves slow, oftentimes, lmt is
chief ot the hand and a companion going t*> North
The retribution that is
1’latte. and there eros-ing the river and striking generally sure.
Southward for the Republican and Texas.
the
unscrupulous men who
Meanwhile, their vigilance, stimulated by an ot I overtaking
for of a ^Ib.OOU revard lor tin* capture or death ot
audaciously robbed South Carolina, not
the robbers, the Slientl's of Nebraska were in hot
of her good name, hut of her prospursuit of them, and tin* telegraph had sent out only
small squads of troops t«> scour tlie line. One ot
under the protection of Federal
1
perity.
these, composed of ten ca-airy men from Fort
of
ami
North
tic
Shcriils
Ellis
Kan.,
bayonets, may have been tartly, hut it
Hay-,
county.
1 Matt- Neb., and a detective, was posted at Rutlalo
hitls lair to lie etl'ectual. The authorities
station, sixty miles west of Hays < ity. in the ]
The men w-*re
of the State are now engaged in hunting
centre of a lonely wilderness

her in ihe air. and -In would come down
awful force upon the rock.- and writhe ami
el .ni'd it -"i-iin-.l she must go to pieces.
One
passengers describes the motion of the boat
io- that of a toy serpent when set oil
ng

'1

Died

who

Kansas City. Mo.. Sept.
Though two or
three of the famous Younger gang were killed in
the attack on the Northlield. Minn.. Hank, and

<•

e

Trouble

oil

the

Mexican Frontier.

Accounts of a serious outbreak anil the

invas.on of I'niteil States territory bate
been received from Texas.
If the accounts are to he

credited, a body of Mexicans had taken possession of the Texan
towns of Yoleta and Sauctizario, and
were threatening the lives of the people.
A despatch from San Antonia gives the
following account of the aifair
For some time past there has been a
feud in Kl l’aso county, between a party
j led by Judge Charles II. Howard, and
| one led by a mail contractor, named Louis
Cardis.
The former is married to the
daughter of a man named /.Imbelman,
i who has located claims on several of the
salt lakes, where, to a short time ago,
;
the Mexicans used to procure ilieir salt
< M late Howard has inIree ol charge.
that all salt taken must he paid
j sisted
| for. A very bitter feeling resulted and
j culminated in an open ipiarrel in the town
of S,.ii Klizaro, between Cardis and Howard
The Sheriff was called in to prevent bloodshed : lmt it was impossible to
The Mexicans rose
preserve the peace.
en masse, seized the town, thing Howard
into jail and hound him hand and foot
with rope. They then paraded the streets
shouting “Death to the Yankees, and
long live Mejiso." Soon after they captured some otliei officials, including Judge
McBride, and lodged them in jail. The
town of Isletta was also visited by a hand
of armed Mexicans, and tile officials driven out or captured.
The most excited
feeling prevails, and the greatest fears
arc entertained for the lives of Howard
and the other Americans, about thirty in
number. A call has been made from KlPaso for troops, and probably Col. Hatch
will be sent there. The call is for two
companies, with artillery.
Another account says that the trouble
was started by Cardis, who is the client!
of Judge Howard, and who wants troops
sent to Kl Paso to protect the mail, of
w hich he is a sub-contractor.
The out
rage cannot he laid to the charge of Mexico, as the Mexicans complained of are
Vmeriean citizens, living this side of the
liver. They also feel themselves aggrieved by the conduct of Judge Howard
and are urged on their lawless course by
his rival Cardis. At the time Judge Howard was seized by 1he mob he was in the
hands of the Sherili foi attempting to kill
Cardis.
A New t trleana despatch says that offers w ill lie at once made of volunteers to
protect the frontier, and if necessity to invade Mexico. The officers of the First
Louisiana Infantry express their readiness to go at the shortest notice.
\Y ash ixirriin, (let. 7. As far as know n
at the Department of State only three of
the participants in the Mexican outrage,
at Kio Grande city, where the jail was
broken open, the Sheriff killed and sever
el prisoners carried nil', have yet been delivered to the Texan or I nited States authorities for trial and punishment. The
matter will doubtless serve as another
tost of the power of the Diaz Go\ eminent,
and lienee of the validity of its claims for

The absence of .Vast's pictures from
Harper’s Weekly is noted and wondered
at.
We can explain the mystery. Some
weeks ago Vast sent to the Harpers a
picture representing the reception of
■lames Russell Lowell, our Minister to
Spain, and quoting some lines written by
Lowell which would he offensive to the
Spanish people. Geo. Win. Curtis advised that the picture be declined. Vast
said if it did not appear be would never
furnish another, and that is what’s the
matter.
recognition.
[Concord Monitor.

of the lirst paragraph quoted,
with the two brief paragraphs following

ing

sentence

are

especially interesting, yet

lain

to have

seems

little scheme lie

w

and

seven

intelligently

Chamber-

forgotten about the

rote about so

tliiently

years ago.
\ reporter for the New York Tribune,
which lias long supported the criminal
and indicted South Carolina state ollicers,
called upon the late Attorney General,

Covenior,

showed liim
ton

Saturday last, and
printed copy of the Kimp-

etc.,
a

on

letter, when

Mr. Chamberlain dis-

languid interest in the slip.
He had determined to say nothing tit
present about his connection with the
government of South Carolina. He was
played only

a

unconscious that there had been
“some criticisms upon his course while
Attorney Ceneral and Governor,-’hut felt
not

that the investigation at Columbia
would disclose his own part in that gov-

sure

ernment.
in

interview, I namocrlam, referring to tin- famous Parker letter which
inqtiiml so anxiously as to how the commission tooted up, said it “might lie genuine, Imt looked as if it had been doctored
and, holding up the Kimpton letter,
“this

tlie

may also be genuine.” The Sun,
commenting on the interview, says it will
one

assure

him it

was

not doctored, but was

written, with the exception
published
of the postscript, which was purely of a
as

The Sun further says:
“If Mr. Chamberlain desires to refresh
bis memory in regard to the contents of
liit* autograph document, with a view to

domestic nature.

explaining the thievish propositions there
in

contained,

wo

shall be.

happy

to allord

him any reasonable facility for doing so.”
■Ami if this letter is genuine," continued the

author of it. “there isn’t, any tremendous wrong
concealed in it that 1 call see. It is true that we
bought the tireenville and <'olumhia railroad, hut
wo iost money by doing so.
We did not Imv the
other roads mentioned. 1 see that some liewspn
pers say u e made a vast sum—was it two millions
through this railroad purchase It was. in fact,

losing speculation.” \fter a few more languid
words m regard to the "criticisms" on iiis South
t'uroiiua career. .Mr. Chamberlain, as the reporter
iufors us. "suddenly changed the subject, div the
way.'lie said, ‘who is going to control the New
Vork republican convention e"
Nmv M r. Chamberlain changed the suba

ject altogether too abruptly. It may not
be of much importance who wrote the
letter, hut il is certain that an immense
fraud

under way, and the childish
plea that “we didn’t make anything out
of it,” is rather weak for one conceded to
lie so excellent a lawyer as is Mr. Chamberlain. The fact remains patent, anil is
becoming more so that an almost eternal
measure of infamy, on the part of their
predecessors, is being developed by the
authorities of South Carolina, and the
query naturally arises, “Is there no end
to it i”

of

Opinions

tho

Opinion.

Rockland

The

The Belfast Journal devotes a good deal of space
t<> attempts to controvert the positions assumed
by
the Opinion. No doubt it thinks it has done so.
but for our part, its efforts seem to us only a sue
cess as a tine achievement in the way of
beating
around the bush. The half-column of withering
satire and bilious scorn, which it heaps on the
humble persons who conduct this paper, might be
to the point if those persons had ever aspired to
party leadership. But no one connected with the
Opinion has ever put himself forward as a leader
or attempted to thrust himself into
any positions
of prominence. They have been content to serve
in the ranks, and however feeble their efforts may
have been, they have never sought to weigh down
the party with the burden of their inetficieuev. asome ;ii least as inefficient
men have doin', by
striving to take the reins in their own hands, ft
some others had been equally modest,
perhaps it
would have been lull as well for the party. .More
over, when we have deemed it proper to criticise
the management of affairs in our own
parti,
speaking as an in lependent journal, our dissatistae
tiou cannot he ascribed to disappointment of personal ambitions and aspirations, congressional or
other. We may be quite as insignificant as the
contemptuous tone of the Journal implies us to he
in the estimation of its editor—we won't quarrel
about that—but we cannot ho accused of disputing the spirit of a soured, disgruntled "dog in the
manger.” Whatever may he thought of what we
have said, it was at least uttered with a sincere dc
sire for tin* good of the party and for the
partv's
success.
Therefore, when the Journal trains it*
batteries on us as being
upstart'
presumptuous
who are trying to he considered "leading apostle*'
and "intellectual giants.'' it shoots wide of tiemark. Its shots do not disturb us in the lea*t, and
the tact that we have drawn its fire does look
as if some of ours had taken effect on soniebod\
about the Journal of lice. If so, we are inclined to
think that the victim must have been where lie
ought not to have been, else he would not have
been hit. and we are disposed to let the g. j. u
the withers of square Democrats avo utiwrui:/
Now. if the Journal has anything to say t,, ,ijs
prove our position, let us hear it : but this attempt
to cloud the issue by personal slurs will not answer
the purpose
it is*too clearly a case oi' dodirinc.

reasoning of tho Rockland Opinion
something marvellous. It recently

is

a

The Augusta Constitutionalist's ticket for 1SS0
s Hendricks and Hill.

issue of that paper endorsed
the nominations of the Massachusetts
Democracy, one of the nominees is Gen.
same

open and avowed prohibitionist, and tile candidate of that organization for the same oliioe.
Having its

Skillings,

ait

attention called to this gross inconsistency, Hie Opinion digs a new hole ami
gets into it in this style

Wc sec
inconsistent on our port. If (Jen.
i Skillinas isnothing
a candidate of the Masschusetls Demi
ocrats, he has accepted tho nomination on a
platform which contains the following resolution:
"Resolved, that we are opposed to the reenact
incut of the prohibitory law." We "looked around
sharp" enough to ascertain this before saying
wlmt wc did. and now if ttie prohibitionists want
to vote for that candidate or for all the rest on the
ticket, wc can only say. Bully for them.

Skillings does no such thing. On
the contrary, in his letter of acceptance,
i he tells the Democrats very plainly that
Gen.

he cannot and will not endorse that resoIt is not a question of what the

lution.

tire to do.
But what are
the Democrats to do. if they believe, as
the Opinion says, that “any attempt to

prohibitionists

fasten its

[prohibition's]

vile,

polluted

Well. Ohio lias gniie to join the "solid
paper pays to its readers the high com
plimcnt of placing their intelligence on a < South" that lie|mhlieaii politicians have
par with that of the Western justice. | deprecated as so menacing and dangerwho was fully convinced b\ hearing one ous lost to the party that lately heh it.
case,

and didn't want to hear

>ur dockland

neighbor hurts
us not at all by its innuendoes concerning
‘■disappointment of personal ambitions
and aspirations, Congressional or other,"
and intimations concerning attempts to
become a leader, etc. lint he harms himself very much by the use of innuendo,
which is generally weak and always
cowardly. If the editor of the Opinion
will be good enough to drop this hinting,
and state squarely when it was that the
conductor of this paper experienced disappointment of Congressional aspirations
or leadership in the party, we
promise t<>
t

copy what he says, in his own language,
and make reply. And we hope not to be

foolishly

so

fallacious

the opinion,
issue that the lead-

when it states, in one
ers of the party are
and in

women,

that

as

incompetent

another

the editor

intimates

one

of this

old

paper

expe-

it

may believe the

we

of

vengeful apathy
sired to

reports, by the

llepublieans

re-

who de-

the President's southern pol-

see

icy rebuked in his own state. In other
words, they endeavored to punish Hayes
because he
ises of the

kept in good faith the promplatform upon which he was

nominated, and of the letter in which he

accepted
result of

that nomination. It is

a

curious

unheard of disagreement,

an

it

will be certain to be followed by a tremendous Democratic majority in New

it in the lea..t.

But criticism is

one

thing,

and blackguard!' abuse another. To the
latter we hat e taken and shall continue to
take exceptions.
It is abuse to speak of
the prominent and leading Democrats oi
-Maine

inefficient “old women."

as

It is

blackguardism to allude to this paper as
having “a facility hi misrepresentation
which tits ii for elfective

serv

ice

as

one

of

Jim Blaine’s organs, a position to which
it of late seems to be aspiring." For the
conductoiv. of the dockland opinion to
assume to thus sit in judgment on the
Democratic

part', its newspapers and
the conductors thereof, considering the
experiences and mental caliber of the
judges, is most ridiculous. If this, or the
like of it shall be repeated, we propose lo
expose their feebleness and folly, not-

withstanding the assertion of a man of
extensive observation, that “No creature
smarts so lit tie as a fool.”
We in*' or had
to say of the Opinion or its conductors that was not tolerant and kind!.',

aught

until it made those unjustifiable attacks.
It can now have peace or war, as it shall
elect.
Next Friday. October I'.’tl), will lie the
twelfth' anniversary of the great tiro in
this city, in lr|ti.».
It was a terriIilc con-

flagration,
were

no

which, for lack of water, there
of

means

controlling.

Eight
yeats went hv, and another devastating
lire swept through the city, more extensive than the first. In a few hours three
hundred and fifty thousand dollars worth
of property was destroyed, and seventylive families were rendered homeless.
The authorities were compelled to ask
contributions of the charitable for the
homeless, naked and starving people.
Had

a good supply of water in
pipes, with
sufficient head, been in readiness, both
of these tires would have bee.) stopped
a

the spot where they originated. Tile
of extinguishing lire, at the com
mand of the city, is no better to-day.
than it was at the occurrence of either of

on

means

Another

those tires.
with

building on lire,
strong wind, will simply repeat the

a

disasters of IS<;."> and IS7;i.

by those

come

to be known as

the maps

on

Maine. "Passing away -passing away."

as

is the burden of its song.

failing water supply would cost *15,00(1. And yet there
are people who oppose an appropriation
never

for that purpose, on the score of economy !
-arguing, in eflect, that to have expended fifteen thousand dollars in I>05, and
saved the half million that lias been dc
stroved for want of the water, would not
have been good economy !
The

two

Ellsworth

a

play

of

Kellogg we respect

when Cary sings

we

the artist:

admire the

tire

Kellogg challenges the line and plummet
professor and the schools Cary
sets the thoughts free, and while she sings,
we

think ol the music of

amid

the

brook hidden

a

leafage, and of birds
trilling in the trees above it.”
Mimnier

Iii i’iviiiy; lit,* ilfliiiition «.t tin* word cardinal,
tin* llcliu.i Journal omits tin* lust ami most ob
viou> ■Inlinitiuii :d\cn by Wcb.-dcr, a liicli is. -ot
fundamental importnm-t*
li was iu tins sense
th.it we spohi* of opposition t-> tin*
law'
as .1 cardinal principle of tin*
Democracy oi this
stat<*
Ko.-U.iiut
|
Opinion.

prohibitory

Very well.

We will I'or this occasion
what the Opinion considers ‘‘the

adopt

first and niosi

obvious delinition." and

attain ash when and where and by whom
was
opposition to prohibition made a
principle of the Democracy of the state
“of fundamental importance"? And we
really hope the Opinion will “ive us an
and not

answer,

an

it ion,

the

new

ad-

a handsome and
well conducted sheet, that senes up the
news of the capital in
very attractive
style. It pives evidence of that ability

which is to lie expected from the lien of
Talbot that ininyTme'of humor and loyfio
which is to every reader so attractive.
Washington is

very fatal place for newspapers, 1 mt the I nion bids fair to aehiev e
a

a

success.

About all tin
.Maine,

even

towns

amt

ullages in

to the little hamlet of liar

Harbor, lias a good water supply, or is
preparing for one all except Belfast.
The Waterville Mail says
The Lockwood Fo. propose to nm a water pipe
from their mill up Front Street, perhaps as far as
Appleton street, to supply their tenement houses,
anil of stiHicicnt capacity to accommodate all who
want.
Hydrants will he put in along the route, to
which hose can he applied in ease of lire, each of
which will he a more ettieieut lire extinguisher
than a first class engine.

The heirs of
whole land

l’hilbrook claim the
which the city of Little

one

on

If they get it
Hock. Arkansas, is built.
they will have a pocket full of rocks, little
mid big.
The dentists will lie glad to know that
Judge Simplex decides that the celluloid
base

for teeth does
vulcanite patent.

infringe

not

the,

The Pioneer Land and Loan Bank of
San Francisco has gone tip.

It

owes

only

two millions.

The Democrats deprecate

a

union of

church and state, hut they can stand the
Bishop of < >liio as (im ernor.
Senator Morton is

reported

to he fail-

ing.
The question

now

is,

can

they

count

West-wartI the star of empire didn’t
< >hio.

take its way, in

feet, and heat

The

South

Carolina

Hogues.

Commercial, over the signature of V,
in giving the result, volunteers this re-

Congressman Small
had a preliminary examination to-day on
charges against him. WoodrulV testifies
that he paid Small s'»000 as a bribe to
vote for a measure before the Legislature

mark

in

This play has been beaten by only one engine
ever owned in tho State of Maine viz. the U. 1*.
Walker, of Yimtlhaven. and the Union boys are of
the opinion that the Washington ■>, will have to
acknowledge* themselves second to them at h*ust.
even if she did beat a seem id class Button tub of
their own city and notwithstanding the stood opin
ion the Belfast Journal has of their machine.

We

are

not authorized to

speak for the

Helfast tire company alluded to, hut will
simply remark that it is stdl here, and
can doubtless be beard from.
The man
who wanted to ascertain exactly where
the bear was, ran a pole into bis den and
\. and his friends
found him at home.
can

try

a

similar experiment here, if

they

desire to.

was

Tweed

swears

that lie bribed the two

newspapers tit Albany, the Argus and the
Journal, and the editors swear that lie
lies

and there the

rests.
The pubsuspecting that the great thief
is trying to improve his color by showing

lic

ease

are

that everybody else got blackened by
rubbing against him.

CoLi'MBI V, Oct. 8.

held to hail to
answer to an indictment in the Circuit
Court which meets on the 1th Monday in
(h'tober.
Maxwell, Senator from Marlboro conn
tv. in default of bail was imprisoned on
a similar charge. Those charges of bribarc
ers
connected with the printing
swindles of the Republican Printing Com
puny, of which Woodruff was the beadHis testimony was based oil a
centre.
memorandum book lie kept in short, hand.
187*2.

Small

was

in Chester. N. 11., broke down recently
herd of cattle, belonging to Messrs. John
son and Hines, were passing over it, precipitating
thirtv of them into the stream below, and seriously injuring several. \s the owners of the cattle
are selectmen of the tow n, the question of damage
is a dc-lieate one.
\

bridge

while

a

The big Brooklyn bridge progresses slowly but
The four large cables have been success
fully laid and the constructing engineer thinks the
work will I nr entirely completed inside of two years.
The cost of the bridge proper will In* about 810,
000,000, anil of the land 8;jg>00.000. When com
pleted it will he one of the greatest pieces of on
gineering in the world.

surely.

Launched at Waldoboro. ship “Mabel Clark,
owned bv Kdwin O. Clark and parties in
Boston and New York. O. I). Sheldon will com
her.
uiaud
liitil tons,

belated

..nr

Freeman Forbes, of Brooks, has been appointed
foreman oi the Belfast section of the railroad, in
[dace of Mr: Ihirkman. deceased.

odor of camphor,

an

The Hill .Mission school which has been suspend
ed for two weeks, oil account of the illness of Mr
II will In- resumed m \t Sabbath.

on

at S;l.')si.

a sore heel, the great
question ihi- boot and leave the heel outside

if Tildeii loses the political reins in New York
ind McClellan carries New Jerse\ by 1 \t)0h or so
November, how ah-.mt iSSu; [ Fliiladclphia
Times.
m

Mr. Charles E. Metcalf unearthed near the surface of the highest oyster -hell mound on Ins farm
in Dainariseotia. an Indian skeleton or. Thursday
of last week.
e\ Secretary Bel
living by canvassing for a patent

Western paper states th.it

cancel-

ling stamps.

t

wo

promissory

and TOA p.

m.

d:!

<

and

m

I

at

arr:

■.'»*

m.

p.

Ninth lecture

the

m

Lessons

course -U

tie

ir->m

of Christ, it the* Cmvcrsalist ehureh iiev.
Sunday eve. Subject—The Sermon on the Moat;’
or True Preaching and its value
Life

j

Amos Richards was before .Justio- \\ ulhe
The tramp has become lather infrequent in this I
and costs. :
Thursday of lust vveek. and tilled
I
water
diet
in
has
been
the
bread
and
since
jail
city
Kmma Hamilton. The pana-s live up.
assaulting
enforced.
the east side
Richards appealed.
The deciduous tree* about the city v. uv m-arly
The hark Moonbeam which belonged to the M
stripped of ihoii dying foliage by the hvivy wind j «.ilven ••-tat.' a as sold ;.
Miisport \V ednesdu)
of Friday
'Oi» and '* a- hut in'
Mm brought
by am
Loafers congregate in such numbers ai-out the ! <
apt. .1 C N ichoN for other parties, probably
Masonic Block. a> to be an impediu «-nt t.. the
At the adjournment of cin government »n M
workmen.
dav evening, the committee on Pitched* urn
The tirst ice of the season, in tl
vicinity, made levied taxes were not
read) to make a li u>d
on Saturday night last, to the thickness of .odi
port, and tl.e meeting was further adjourned
j
nary window glass

J

ex

Rich and

wife of daekson
aptmel n
premiums at the Monroe fair on all the \an
articles they entered, ami n>r his Imndsom k

Levi

notes

A number of Belfast sailors will form a port!**::
Jubal Early finds the reconciliation sentiment ;
of the crow of the new ship Wandeimj Jew. r.
so strong for him in Lynchburg, that he is forced
ceil t ly launched at Lock port
to announce that lie was not opposed to a popular
reception of the President
The Bangor Commercial says that
\\
Pei

Lamlnt!’. V 11.. i' the grave of ;t Airs Rrou
who lived in three centuries, she having been
horn in lf»‘JJ. and died in I Ho I
It is said that
there are blit three such cases on record.

filing ue.xt

Monday e

Samuel honnell. of Searsport. recently called at
commander «»t the J
has been arrested m
this otbee and settled his. fortieth annual su!*>erip
Boston, charged with forging endorsements on ! tion to tlie Journal.

Sibley,

and

in.

>

city.

Col. Henry R.
an
li. A. II. of Massachusetts,

inter

w

boy with

a

The Belfast Branch railroad lias mitered upon
arrangements. The train leaves this eit.

Make

stallion Riack Puke !
the fifth successive

Major Vudi'-ws
.harbor. lias

our

to.de th

:i;

fust

season

wIn

ag-disf

i> reime.

im uv

eud I

<

.’r.n
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Aliss Alice Jackman, organist at the Second
Advent church. Concord, N. 11.. while playing
during service Sunday, fell dead from hei ehair.
Heart disease is supposed to he the cause.

heavy frosts in this vicinity <>u j
p,,u
Saturday and Sunday nights. (In Monday n •.••nine,
Sell. Rnmette of Se:ti'sp.»rt. on the p.ts>a_.
vapor arose from the harbor and bay
h.laeksou ville to New 't Oi k. e>. pepelieed
Letters from Florid;, state that (ieorge F. Whim
|
led .1 A
lie '.d gear,
gale Sept
»'
H
yvliose death we reported last week, died >! n*. i ami Hying jib
11>M.liy a seaman '-om t
Ueel unit. was washed overboard and Iin-wi ed
special disease, imt ot general dehilitv.
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Osborne have set up a rag- press at
on Swan’s wharf, and now
press that merchandise before shipment
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The London Times fancies that Rrigham Young's
sons will squander his vast wealth, introduce habits of luxury previously unknown in this frugal
realm of Ltah. and thus lead the way to the decay
of Aioruionism.
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Clerk of Courts Frye has the supervision of the
grading and tilling in of the county lot on Church
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Holmes, of the east side, got tip on.morning last week, and found a thill ot- his wagon
>k <•:
sawed off. li was the playful midnight
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valuable horse owned by Hubert Uieh of
Thorndike, that was rutmiug upon tin* railroad
track, was struck and kilh-d by tin* tiaii .e, T,
day of last week.
A

Thomaston shins have lately arrived at San
Francisco from New York, as follows Faetolus,
114. days. 11. S. Gregory. I IN days: Harvey Al i 11s,
117 days; Jos. S. Spinney, F»S days : Abner 1

**•1
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Chicago Beard of Trade at a
price of a house up to a hand
some figure, and then found that his principal
competitor was his soil in law. for whom in* wish
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d: command seh.
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tin* gearing and badly

In the case of Moses Fairbrother s. Ubioii B.
ver
Ldcs. in Fiscataquis Co., lhe jury has found
diet for the plaintitf lor Sl »"
Last winter Files
bo.tl hi" brother in law with a sled stake, breaking
his arm. and otherwise injurin'*- him.
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(’astine on Saturday evening last. a young lad
by the name of Jackson McKinnon was accidental i
h shot in the abdomen by a comrade who was
American House sent f»r tie gmitor md lia-l tie
doing- ;
playing with a pistol. This morning In*
> bird released.
well. and strong hopes are entertained
Ins
covcry.
a
Tin* Oak H ill t ■ ran it.- t «>in puny. of 11:
A Hillside (Fa. I lady, hearim- a noise m lu*r j*ai
taken ,i eoiitr.e-t to furnish 'o.iMHi pavile .stones
to
see
went
what
was
the
cause
of
lor.
it
Sini'le-v will leak** about
for Philadelphia parti*was much surprised to see a sleek looking cow j
standing- in the middle of tin room silently chew- ; 'eve cargoes, This company ha.-- lor -one line
we
ing her end. and complacently ga/ing at herself in j sent paving stones to New ,i ork. but tii
tin* looking glass.
belicie. the tirst order south ot tti.it point

Forged stock certiticates to the amount of '-'F
OHO of die Atlantic Mutual I isuranee Companv
have been discovered in Wall street. New York.
William C Cilman. a W illiam stn*et broker in in
siiranee scrip, is
known to be tin- forger, but he
has not been arrested.

aft.
a

ai
the In-avy rain o|. Mmidav n. lit f>• ste me
! n !/e mad.harbor at »doth e<t.w and tin* Kata'

Sunday afternoon last a d*o e uali a port :.*n
"t caught m
ot a boy’s snare attached t<. it- leg.
tin* gable of the root' oi City Hloek. and hnie\1
Tiu-ke; ..t !)i.
there helpless and distre-se.l
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Mat lie ws A < o. hav>- for tie* la.-1 thirty .lay
been drawim* 10 hogsheads of w at.-i a dm t*< tin ir
factory boiler, from the mill stream on tie- ■-,-t
sidi
Yud yet the Prog Age insists that there is
in» need ot a hettei supply oi wat.-r in tie <-ity

The situation at Fernainlina. Florida, wh.-iv tinyellow fever has prevailed to such an alarming c\
tent, is such that the mayor ha> issued a call on
the mayors of northern cities for help. Mom\
and provisions are scarce among tin* alllieted
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makes a eons’nh-ialde investment
stock, and is agent tor it- sale

The l nite.l States, with a population less than
that of tlermauy. has more miles of ra:lr»»ad than
Russia. 'Turkey. Cermany. \ustria Croat Britain.
France and Italy combined--their total mileage
being Tti.tr.'tt. while ours is iienrB Sil.utm

h-'
•»!»«-

'Ida- in :-.
pants rilled <•;
mm .e.d
Mavo Harritnan. ot Mom dh ,d
half from tile Doetor's. wa> als.. entcied : i*t we-

Frederick. of this city, has taken
the superintendence of the crushing and sne-ltim*
machinery at tin- ><*dgwn-k >:I v.-r mines. Mi F
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Tin- lb*lfast military company ha.- ;.i\-.*d !V**m
the state Sls-J. 00 in pavment for I In-1 time *.: tiestate muster. This was divided Saturday .-veiling
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Kiherty.

W. Castle, of file lb*lfast F>u lulry. while set
ting up mill machinery on Saturday, ai Winter
port, got tin* lingers of his right liaiel .-aught :ti
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ill ha\

u

<
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tie-
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Mr. F Randall of Limerick lost his little child,
four years of age. by tailing into a boiler of water.
Her mother lett her sitting on the floor while she
stepped into another room. The child lived only
a few hours after the accident

Fannie

s.-;,

w

;..r:u-

Symom'.s.

T.

Bartlett, late "f

Tiiotuasii

tire ..ed 1 if<* insurance business, and is penuam-ut
ly settled in Skowhegan.

days.

A member of the
recent sale ran the

buy

I'i.*

Preston V Parkman. foreman
the Relfasi road. was taken

place of business

Joseph B. 11 owes, formerly a resilient •! tn.s
city, died at ("arson. California. Sept. .M. sudden
ly. lie lost his sight some years before !- ., in.:
this city.
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ed to

were
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their

The Gardiner Reporter says: Somebody stole
lit'ty pounds of grapes trom the premises of Win. R.
Now he wants the thief
W’hartf. Tuesday night.
to come hack and get a couple of charges of buck

I l-

finish t about two «,
t.i
water at low tide wli.ei
been reached in a mini Re;

will

.,

At Kansas City on Saturday. II. AN
.Mann,
cashier of the Kansas City Stock Yards Company,
kilicd himself and little daughter while tempomri
ly insane from the recent death of his wife.

Beuyou,

-.

:

a..

son.

J

evasion.

The Washington l
ministration daily, is

companies,

her opponent by .'i l feet. Tile wager was
a supper for the two companies.
An
Ellsworth correspondent of the ISangor

To

how to put

There is now shipping from Bluehill to Chicago,
large quantities of finely polished building stone,
to be used in constructing the court house of that

woman.

of the

have been

No more hanging on the front gate, girls.
little lire in the parlor, and ask him in.

Five

out <>hio in ISSO t

llunnetnan No. I and Enion No. g, had a
contest in that city recently, in which the
latter made

listen to

we

storm must

And now it is reported that Isleshoro' i> rich in
silver mines, and likely to turn out its millionaires.

mail hag, lost last February, was found at
Portland on Saturday, under a pde of wood at the
Hand Trunk station! It had been tided of letters.
A

matched race between the well known horses
Anodyne and Biliv Flatter, for S'diMi, has been at
ranged to come otfon the Raugor Troti.ng Fark on
tin* xMth inst. A rood deal of interest in the race
is manifested.

Blaine's Farm, and set down

It may be true that this world is all a tleetine
dn>w. but everybody wants to see ir. and tlio best
'eats are taken early.

Sehrs. A. \Y. Kllis and Mary have chartered to
load paving stones fro in Belfast t<* Philadelphia

is shaky, and it really seems as though
the only sure and stable piece of land on

Tile losses

two fires was over half a million.

A sufficient and

a

••birthright."

Kngland, that has

•ity.

Jonathan Bagiev, the oldest inhabitant of Troy,
will he ninety six next January.

York, where the Colliding revolt labors

which the party can keep its legs is the
tract in the north-east portion of New

A cargo of cement trom New York for Water
rille. is discharging at the railroad wharf in thi-

their gorgeous autumnal

wear

The fall overcoats give out
of resurrection.

John Ware. Esq., .if Watcrvilie. died Monday
aged 7f>. Mr. Ware was probably the wealth
est man in Wuterville. at the time of his death.

of Postmasters in

this j

suggestive

loon,

use

nmv

Friday's

hast

Two women, in attempting to cross tin* Boston
mil Albany Railroad in (irantville in a buggy,
vere struck by a train and
instantly killed.

a

all.

apples

line gale.

-Mrs. Eliza Curtis of Skowiiegan. died very sudlenly Friday afternoon while sitting in a chair.
’ause heart disease, age seventy-three.

making

»ut

foliage.

towards that result. Kven Massachusetts

disappointment m not having
The San Francisco musical critics tire
been recognized as one of them ! i ibliipie
going crazy over the singing of Misses
hinting is bad enough, but when it is j
Kellogg and Cary The Call, for instance,
married to such wretched logic, what
relieves its pent up feelings thus "When

proper to criticise the management of
affairs in our own party." It certainly
hasthat right. We do not seek to abridge

The trees

India, it is estimated, will have lost fully a mil
ion inhabitants by the time the present famine
vave has passed over her.

is

It has been decided by the ruilroad officials t.(
the line of telegraph through to Belfast this

County.

Mr. Benson Staples idlers for sale his excellent ;

prison.

A

and

farm in Searsport.

Janies Wilson, caught robbing a Rockland bauk
s tin* circus
passed, is sentenced to three years in

knap

City

rear.

The October dividends of the Boston banks
over a million and a half dollars.

indelible ink for the

tho

Not much labor in harvesting the

mount to

date

of

.hick Frost lias become very bold.

Thursday morning hoys found on the rocks near
the piers at Kennebec bridge, the bodies of two
babes, supposed to be twins, w hich hud apparently
been robbed of.some three or four months of their

nonces

progency may not be expected
The Opinion says it has ‘-deemed it

England

News

hydrophobia

The prohibitory law is a barbarous, wicked code,
under which tile cause of temperance and tlu* material welfare of the state have severely suffered.
Opposition to it is a cardinal Democratic principle
and any attempt to fasten its vile, polluted form to
our party must lie resisted, for if successful it trill
result in death to that parte.

form to our party must In* resisted"
[Opinion,
The 1’ell'ast Journal is lair enough to ; M ill the
Opinion please shed some more
place in its columns the language that j of its enlightenment on this curiously init comments upon, which the Opinion
volved question.
seems to he very much afraid to do. That

side of the
the other !

17 persons who died of
last year.

were
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Tin* Commercial says that John Wait, of (bring
W Ii- n .:>
t 'i.d
:.o.
; .us
a
15..st
.Itin-mat.
reii I5. au from tin-i-a-t
last Thursday, beat his eight year old gii(
allowed 1-* rim at I. uve on the radio.id traeu.lt,.unmercifully with a strap on w hich then* was | man.
a
buckle, lie was ordered to lind securities in
ow n--r> aie rea't; 1«• 'hanu- the train
-.is. an-!
The -t.-nii ot wind and ram mi ileum
to keep the peace for six months
the sum of
ueetlSe t helll olT-at'elessiiess .1
l, 111»
and in default has been committed.
! Friday w a.- u-n <rwp it tie -.•nth a: d
tin- lives i, I passetnrers, tram In ads rut tie uH
mueli (lama v to shipping !<•>> ot hie and rado-ud
A
Liverpool paper says ihe harvest in Yorkshire
m.
amount of property lino imp* d In the
is one ot'the worst tnat has been known for years,
property. It was the heaviest storm of the -••a
ness in
tt it nr then e nth roam it w-,
as there are farms after farms where tin- crops will
son in tip- vicinity. Imt did little or no damage
not pay the relit.
The French harvest is poor also
track. The ears have more titan one. h-ft
The rain fall was quite large, tilling ei-tem-. hut
and Russia is at war. so that it seems to !>• Anieri
'•
rails In runnimr
r tin- body ■■! an anitnal
the earth was too dry and parched to allow ui its
ca’s opportunity, which sin- is not slow to improve.
fortunately no serious acid.-lit lias.'.' vet hap ,-n
atVcetiug the wells much
Alfred H
e,|
oil.rial'
taken h.
Wyant, constable of Washington.
I
lively pl'eeai t
The new hark recent 1\ purchased by Hang, a
Conn., was probably fatally shot in the right lung
! :t is a hard mat let to 'i..n trmn that i- u !■•
whom
he
to
arrest
for
a
sought
previous
by tramp
panic-, was successfully launched on Monda) fmv > headway
ly threatening a resident of Koxlmry with a revolv
noon from the yard of Deo. W t'ottr- il and tal •:
er.
Wyant s dog instantly sprang upon the man I
Si n tm
laud',
M i: n
M •:
)
and dragged him to the earth, when he was seem- I to Sanford’s wharf where she will tvivuc h*•
.~t .v.-.
milted sun !• 'i'!,u •'<!
...»
ed.
lint
is
ot
ton-,
j masts and rigging. The vessel
'•

ton.
most

1

>

■

..

Lunatic

'The September term of tin* Supreme Judicial ; good model, and well built. Sin* has laid upon
Court at Skowhegan, dosed Saturday afternoon
the stock nearly one year since completion.
Tin* Crand Jim
after a three weeks session.
found ten indictments—tour liquor, one embez/.bThere is a crazy old fellow named 1’ipw ■•!•>'!..
ment. one false pretence, one larceny, one assault
usi:
Waldo, who is making him- It a
ingin
and battery, one burglary, one compounding lei
lie is p..ss.--cl of a n.wiom tuia. th.g.
this citv
ony.
tirst one and then another of the Mi/w.--d He',
The people who were at Old Orchard Beach last |
i fast must provide a living for him. ..ml g<ad*
t
Sunday morning, and they were numerous, witnessed' an unusual sight. It was nothing less than I forcing himself into house- and p'aecs •! i-: a
a big whale, which laid oil’ and spoil ted for a couple ! I f he is limlei g
of hours inside of Bluff Inland, to the delight of ittake care ot him.
audience strung along on the smooth, glittering dian should
sand of the beach.
Judge Johnson caused a cistern i<> >•• We m

port,

New York correspondent tolls of a
of infatuation in Brooklyn, in which

curious
ease
a young,
beautiful and wealthy girl, extremely pretty and
petite, w ith a rose-leaf complexion, a plump yet
delicate form and a profusion of golden. brow n hair
has fallen desperately in h»v<* with an old man of
sixty, who is poor ami even dependent.
A

(oiunnuloiv Hughes ai Fort Koval reports mil
eially the existence of yellow lever in that place.
He had adopted strict quarantine and sanitary
measures to protect the olliccrs and crews of the
New Hampshire and Fawnin’ lying four or live
miles distant.
They are the only vessels now at
Fort Royal the former being a store ship and the
Pawnee a coasting vessel.

Saturday, a little hoy four years old, .sou of Mrs.
(ieorge Bueot, of Rucksport. was fatally scalded
Mrs. Bueot was engaged in washing the Hour and
had a pail of boiling water near her. while the lit
tie fellow, who was playing about the room, fell
backward into the pail, and was so severely scald
ed that ho died the following morning.
Two colored men went a gunning near the Ma
riue Hospital, Portland, Friday. Rain coming up.
one of them plugged up the barrel of his
gun.
hspying a bird, the valiant gunner forgot his plug
and tired. It the plug had been removed the poor
bird might have been killed, hut as it was the gun
was shattered into a thousand pieces, and one of
the sportsmen received a severe blow on the leg
from one of the many pieces
The wife of a New York clergyman h»-,t her
trunk w bile a student at t fit Vndover Hills’ Semi
nary ten years ago. and. although it. was well adver
tised, nothing was heard of it. Recently, however,
the trunk was found in the attic ot one of the dor
mitories. and, though the lock had been removed
and the initials on the trunk erased, the contents
were found untouched, even to some money pluc
od between the leaves of a Bible.
The Hood Templars at Rockland have petition
ed the Mayor and Aldermen to adopt additional
regulations for the city liquor agency. Their reThat no liquor be sold to persons not
quests are
citizens of Rockland; that none shall he sold for
medical purposes, except upon the written order
of a physician, and none for mechanical purposes
except noon orders tnun one of three responsible
men, to be designated by the Mayor and Abler
men ; that once a month a list of persons giving
orders, and the number given by each, be published; and that the police shall notify the agent of
every person known by them to be intemperate,
and that no liquor be sold to such persons under
any circumstances.
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Supreme Judieial ( ourt will commence n.~
October session on Tuesday of next week. Judge
Dickerson presiding. It is said that the eelehrated
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was found dead ui the L.-d. with tie- -n..
shirt about his neck. He
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himself to dealh. Mr M was ha in i
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Three desperadoes attempted to rob a train ot
freight wagons in charge of six men. twelve miles
from Custer. Dacota Territory, recently, by visit
ing the camp and making themselves >o agreeable
as to throw the men off their guard, and then slid
denly attacking them. 'They were defeated, however. and one of them killed.

idi

carried him

the cellar of his new residence.
It was an rxperi
*J week old baby was left
oil the doorstep of tile house of Mr. James Lee of
The structure
j mental mu*, of stone and cement.
Milford Village. Mr. Lee’.-s daughtei heard tintilled during the heavy rain of last week and while
click of tin- front gate, and went to the windowjust in season to see a woman jump into a carriage the Judge was admiring it- proportion- and esti
and drive otf The child was well clothed and
mating the contents, the wall bulged mit and fell.
wrapped in a nice shawl.
It is said that the Judge took refuge in a wash tub.
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turned were open iu the morning.
The night was
dark and stormy. No clue to the perpetrators has
yet been found : circumstances quite clearly iudi
cate that the crime w as committed by some one or
more having correct knowledge of the inside of
tin1 house.
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ami Ad. tin- .Ninth Annual
''Ie Show ami Fail-was held at .Monroe
With
tie- hall there was a pood display of vegetables
tin- <l.n

(lit

’il

fancy articles, and the show of cattle was
ite pood
The most interesting feature of tin*
was the trotting on
Wednesday afternoon.
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-the three minute class,
tu o thirty eight horses, and the sweepstakes.
same beautiful gelding Anodyne, that carried

iere were

three

races,

the honors at the fair in Belfast also eaptuied
laurels at Monroe.
a summary of the
Here

Heats
.veepstakes race:
u
B iiigm. I.
\ u<uh tie
III
en .leuninp
I* T inker. Bangor, p. g. Hilly Flatter...
d d
I line. d:A d|
.51
I he three uniliite

1

•

'>0.

race
nve ? ’o to tin* liM >lu
to tlie third.
We -ive the
the second and
lleats.
iiumary:—
I I
I
Whert Robertson. < amici. kltt\ Well.;...
I

Haley. I'rospect, Starlight..’
l oinas .Moulton, 1
nity.Martin Mel.ell.m. I
If-nn Fuller, New burg. Hen'l Light foot.. .A
1

A I
d I A
I A -1

F. Hr.iiit, Jaekson. Topsey.•» •» dr.
t• dr.
Martin W ard, Searsport. Lady Ward.
Time. d:bO d:hi) d:1d—d: TS
In the d:AS class the purse was *A# to the first.
-’«» to the second and *10 to the third
Heats.
•I «
Mitchell. Bangor, hay g. Triumph...
I I I
Hollis Reynolds, I nity, s. g. Sorrel Rover...d A d
Jasper (’rocket!. l*rospeet,|h. p. Fanny KlIis.A I A
M < <iordou, Rlvuiouth, blk. in. Julia,.
I d dr.
Time. d:4d—d:4i; d:4A.
The trotting Wednesday afternoon was witnessed
*»y at least two thousand people. The excitement
•a the
grounds was great; there were several col
Hsions. assaults and other affrays, that perhaps
twould be better not to report.
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dh anni ally h\ need- -ilug a <m.gh. < old
roup: often leading to ion-sumption and 1
M
grave
l»y will you neglect so important a mat
tei w 'em you can get at our store Shiloh'.-. Con
s!'\ii’i,o\ id n:. with tiie assuranci- of a
speedv
For son-ncss across the
de--t or Lungs
recovery
or Lame Hack o>- side. Stl t.on's Honors Hi \sti.i:
gives prompt le! et'. Sold hy Diehard II. Moody
li o lmi l.o k. a popular and fragrant perfume
Sold h\ ILeiiard li. Moody. ltelfast. Me., iseu m-iv
hy dealers generally.

Speakership
let 1 were oil' (Junner’s Point, South I’ly
llection upon him such as I think should
mouth, eoot shooting. They were in not lie east."
Speaking of I lie Conkling
separate dories, as far apart as boats movement, Mr. Stephens said lie had not
usually are in that sport, when a hunch- mpposed that either
Conkling or ltlaine
hack whale rose some distance off and
would uphold the policy of the President,
nearer
the
lie
rose
boat,
again
spouted,
hut he did not think they would openly
and Mr. Finney thought, by the direction a sail it. He
believed that while the
lie
came
lie w as taking, that the next time
Hemoerntie party would lie almost unanup he would come ahead of the boat and imous in the
support of the policy, the
lie would give him a shot.
While wait
Republican party as a body would also
ing for him to come up, kneeling in the support it. Mr
Stephens, although much
bottom i»f the dory, he felt a shock, and.
improved in health, is yet very weak,
as he expresses it, found himself on the
and unable to stand without the aid of
whale’s hack dry shod. The next thing crutches, ficn.
Robert Toombs was found
he knew he went dow n and came up on at
the New York Hotel, but lie told the
the other side of the boat. Probably the
reporter that at present lie did not care
w hale sank when lie found he had a rider,
to tall, about the political situation,
lie
and drew the man with him. W hen he. was
really tired of polities. He remarked
came up lie was near Mr. Bartlett's dory,
that his object in paying a visit to New
and was taken into his boat. ThroughYork was purely personal. 11 is eyes seem
w
hole
out tlie
lie had held on to his gun,
ed to be failing, and lie intended to nil
and brought it on hoard with him.
dergo treatment for their benefit, lie
was surrounded by a number "I friends,
Saturday m.lining. Mr. William (Iriltiii. whore
sides on the r.iiul leading from I'uslmw In ohltowii, and seemed to be in good health and
was iiistuully lolled hv the accidental
discharge of spirits.
a shut gnu which tic imd in his carriage,
tie hud
just gnl into the carriage, and placed the gun he
Indians Surrendered.
tween his knees, wlien it went olf, the charge
penetrating his breast, ite died instantly.
\<1 vices iVoiu lieu. Torrey, commanding at Fort
Dakota, announce tin* surrender of Chief Joseph,
At Thoniastou, Saturday, launched from the
at Togin Mills, Oct. Oth. (ieii. Miles also telegraphs
vtirtl of Samuel W atts. a line ship of tiilli tons gov
eminent measure, name Lev! 11 burgess, owned that the Sioux Indians that fled across the bonier,
|,v Samuel Watts and others. She is to be com
iniiudeil by Jl. A. Stnrrctt. of Warren. Shis is said
to be one of the best ships .Maine ever produced.
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take every opportunity of repaying in
Tin- latest Jish story eomes from Plysome measure.
Not to re-elect him to the
Mr.
1'.
and
mouth.
Aneel
It
it
Waldo and Penobscot Pair.
Finney
now would be in effect a coV

.1;

Purchase

1 lilt\
'i '>u must acknowledge tii.il tin.- wouid be
ruinous unless u
had pos'rtive -oileno- ihai ii
"ill
’Ton w bo an-sidlering from tlu->e
plaints. these words are addressed and will \ou

continue
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Minting- heavy rain-storm which set in
this al'leninon lias necessitated the re< : v
v 11
let. f
R-*r urns liav .* been received
'• ‘i: Jl -•
moval of the records of the Patent and
■1
il I•;11 J! "i the I I
precincts .ii this. (Ham
••
■;
m.-i-rument.Land ol'tiee liureaus, and a pain valuable
:f"
These
fa. e l|w
|
West.
••HIM;
M-. j ; Head, vv •:
! .*"»7
iiif!:ie 11
l’lie Demo, rats nrrhiv es of i tovernment are in a confused
ha .probahl.v
le !.-d tlieii
ntire county and mas- in the corridors of the buildings not
!. 1.T>ial i\ -• t i. Lets.
unroofed by the recent lire. The delay
a
t.-.i. •!
II 1 iIf
"If MM V O.. <»d. io
! \. M
Tilt* l»eiuo.*r;t1
j• bllsi
in providinp a temporary roof lor tin1
i'
•:.;::. t ! -e
.aim i!m e|e. Ihui .a Riskop hv S:om
I" ""11 to '-••.mum u.-punt;-and also a m.iioritv in
pives ample evidence that Secbuildinp
v. ai■
,i
I•
i;ii■ iiiiu searched
p'lH'iiin!.
h11 11 braiieii.-s of ’. Ill* < ieeeril Ys.-embh
Tilt* lie
retary Sehurz in his practice is not as
■'
la_r-T
r I'-ii'i.i.
It lias h,*cTi
Hisiu «p's fleet it UI hv
j Ul i i 11 t! < *il: ill it tee eohee.
active as in theory. Any man of busi"*er !m t>oi
le.n are in .!• *n!-t about tin* Assembly.
l*1 die.wit Hesses slllii
4.tin.
Hit•*!•»• II.lists tor eompuinia the number of ness with bis valuables thus exposed
X"‘.\
:•
'-a
that
i’
lias
to
-:;
Vtit'es ea t by the vv orkiimiacii's
panic*. : hut iii- would have had them protected in at
aaiinotis papers u i!i he mad-- ••at
w ill
oils idem l.ie. as it is claim
supposed i’ll
least Ibrty-eiplit hours.
Mr. Scluirz, in
‘■d tie*
'or
tad
lo relit' u mill <>l
tIM.MMii vote.- n Hamilton eountv
his anxiety to pet at the theory of the
alone.
lire, nepleeted to provide a temporary
i'hf I 'em. t.-rat m aai.'i- eaine laivi-H iroin
Kepnba "M
\4 as
bea:: stroimhol.'.' o;, the W e-tern Reserve. In one roof, and the consequence is
:• \ 1 »<,. i
-atvli
every time
(>
b-:!.:;. if,- Democrat- eained b'.'b
town-!,ip. n
-■•! !•• "? Ltm-r bee.- found, for
it rains the Department lias to be turned
am, a
'"lev
f
Committee
that
this
Repcbln.tn
say
a 1 ■1
inside out.
it valuable public documents
,'ia O'ts
lb- appealed
hdliim
u their vote w.is caused by tlu* lb pul)
d
iaesd.-n apm-ared before .I udire
beans vv,.., abstained from votimr to sliow tinur are not or have not been abstracted it
dt'-eii,.;! with liie Rres:.tent's southern p<»l
will be the pood hick of (’ncle Sam. and
ta
i'
i. siilicd that it was
a !
not attributable to any
zealous vipil of
-al a pivs.-npiion from hr.
Tin
latest a«l\ices. iijt to \\ ediiesdav bis public servants.
'■
>>'' j f-M
lie.
The hoet-a testi
ii“(Hi.sa\ that the hVjmblicans concede a
I’iaihaiili: t.KNCTii or nil: laria sr:s-led a f,.r hi-dm- s wif.-,
Xo one
*1
111'- state the .Imbre dim.-ted it i.SION.
I lemon'd! u- in;i.i«>1 ii \ ol'
in Ohio.
A eonsideralile div ersity of opinion ex
I he Assembly i- in tloubi.
ists in regard to the probable length of
adM a! of aut m11:i ."in
the anmaim-e
In Iowa tie vote is lieht, ui\ine,' about
the special session of ('impress.
It has
imtsi .-nterja isi'i;: merchants
and do.mu
\
over
tin
I
>«m11LVjuihLran majorit
peneraliy been supi>osed that when the
i‘ i> d111"»ssiIde i'iim
jiartiriilari/e oerats.
S natoi-s and
I’opresentat ives once come
are so many drserviny ones.
In oar
Later.
to Washington
and orpanize the two
‘111riis io da\ may be tumid 1 lie tea e•••
\ despateh from Mr Kmorx. of the 1 louses, tin* new
member-:especially would
md reliable timi ,.| |j. ii. .Io!t;i-• i, A
be so anxious to introduce bills and make
1 bn up >i' ( onniieiv al. late on Wednesdav
a lai'ye. new and fashionable sto.-h
; let\
speeches, that the session would continue
a
.ir.-ss .rood' mi hand.
ritrlmtt afleriioon. sa\ s
until about the time of the repaint- meet
hi'' \ ii t.uy in oh... i> .a,m;•!.•!,• and overxx helm
wholesale a!id retail dealer.- in boots
inp. It is now suggested by some wlnr
Hi-hup- majoritv will exceed thirty tlum
ors. b\
their enterprise and i.iirdealiiiLr hare ii--r
are familiar with the desires oi
i■ i-'
U «• arry !»**t11 branches «*1’ the Legislature,
members
i.irm- trade ainl
nibb- reputation m th
'c.
Inve 1 hirtx majority on joint hailol.
Hayes that the session may continue only a few
Mi
I*, i \* ih h
a :
t iirned ;.oin
e
mi,-- thdi o ! he desire of ;:: Ohio ;ieo
weeks, or perhaps not longer tl-.an two.
Id:
illation ami m*t their disapproval "f Ids
j■
ad -tnie.iiae.-s her fall opeaimr mi the Mil
Hie reasons assigned for this belief are
.1 hui M isi rat io; i.
h n lii'-h is ui iiupoi iant la< ! for the ladies
Republican majority d Iowa will fall below that the members will sec tile impo sihillie-hards ami .Miss S.aithwmd!i also a',
The tireeuba* I. ticket j».»1 i• a!>. nit •.’I'.IHHI.
ity of parsing the Army Appropi iation
i.
fa!! fashions
inblm.-n A ,11 A
liill hefore tile 1st of December, if tin*
The JNiew
York Democrats.
-1 lei's
nd nvmelits K»l* jlll'ors alld roar!
question ill in increase of the army i in
» 'nlvili
roi'.i,,
|o Ills I'li.irdll!
house.
volvedin the consideration of that hill,
I lie New \ <>i'k ])emii<'rati«* Slate Toiiam at
a
it is almost certain to lie.
hand
LtlVe -Inch o|
The House
-p\ftitioii. at \lhan\ adjourned on the 4th.
I
.!
,' M Mosr ,,!
may theivlore, in order to -ive the m-w
-f
ai'tfi a 1 wo da
i«•*i
There
was
an
to at
tin
b
-e

db.m, Pitch.-- so l-.ilij, ai;d f.l\ ofablv
-mil-- lm. :n 1 'ais
city am! 'liherits
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.ivsthii
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Washington. <let. h.
i poor circumstance.-, ami tin* woman thought she
The canvass for the speakership is pro- <*oukl not allied to raise two children, so sin* took
a earriau* and
nuh- to Milford the middle of
gressing quietly, the ardor of canvassers last
week, and lelt om* of the infants on the door
being somewhat dampened by the drenchof a M
Lee.
Since that time, tin* infant
ing rain which lias prevailed to-day. J| steps
re mum in a* lias grown sick and is niirh unto death,
I here have been a number of arrivals ot i ami the mother ha- decided that she want- her
members.
Messrs. Blackburn. Hooker ; ‘hiild. She lets he. to M ilford after t he child. hi t
and Spv tiger arc here fresh from the i the famih with whom it wa- !eU refe.se to reef
teee her claim.
Ohio campaign. All three are sanguine j
of a Hemncratio \ ietory in Ohio. Mr.
ilt'\'i
I .*; Mine, ;s not a new compound : it lias
Blackburn's candidacy for the Speakerair.-, and exteusiveiy
ship is a contingency. He will be a can- i been before lie* pnhhe
’'
didate if the South wants a candidate, j u.-ed !
las-. -. w it!; md wit in mi the advice ot
otherwise lie will work and vote for Sax
i's Hi:mi f has se.ve.l from a
!!
l‘hy i.
ler. whose strength appears to he grow
lingering di-e.and «h at!i hundreds .*f oi;r citi
ing. Hooker is looking Sayler-xvard and zr.h. Ih v
re Drop.-y
h’l-'Mio. u.-ver fails to
"'ill probably support him. Sprinker is iui*l all
and
for Morrison first, and.so is Clarke of MisI'rinary Or.: m.-.
souri. xx ho is lu re. Their second choice
\s T -o n ,\i UK Duoins
is tindivulgcd. hut xvill
probably he Sax j
ler.
Both are against Randall. The lat'•
iiaHeart Di-case, t•
n-i.ii
worki
ter said to-day that he should make his
l iebrought ma: y persoi i..
grave
untimely
from
the house on Capitol Hill,
campaign
valves ami various part- of the Heart are veiy ten
but still holds a room at Willard's. Sax
ler is expected here Wednesday morning. der ami easily di-a' ranged, which m time will be
Blount xvho is here, says to-dax' lie know s conn- sett!•-.! Heart Disease, ter the relief and cure
which we offer you Dr Grave.- lii via Ki:<n i.a
the Ceorgia delegation is solid for Rani"i,n a
preparat.on long and i.ivorably known in
dall. and is confident he xvill heuominat
ed on the first ballot. Ellis of Louisiana N’«‘w i i in j »-U i r- wie-r, the iK etor praeli. ed a- a
It i- not a euivail but is a
xvill arrive in the morning and xvill estab- regular physician.
lish hi nisei 1 at Saylor's headquarters and medi -iiie which goe- straight to it- work
Th 11 via l;
i. \ !. a. vv ill a--l-t the actn*u oi
labor earnestly for Saylor,
lie reports
Saylor -ymptonis in the Louisiana dole the Heart, and it- oiitiniied u.-e will afford a pet
gation. Stenger. Collins and Turnex arc lminent eiiiv. Send he a ireular eonlainiim a fail
l.
named as three anti-Randall men in the de>eriptioll O. f. n, It-. 1 !
1 Vnnsylxania delegation, and txxo of the toueorJa.V II. Fo: -a.e at •' cent- nno Si p-a
n'w I
Maryland delegation who have lieen bottle.
counted for Kaudall ate now claimed to
be against him.
Pills, Potions and Pungencies.
Kentucky is reported
solid for Sax ler w ith the exception of I dirDr. Shiloli's System
Vitali/.er.
ham, provided of course that Blackburn
H c are authorized lo guarantee this
ilocs not run.
A comparison of notes on
reined} for
the eii re
i»\ -p.-psia. 1: luft i
Livei. Sour Slum
these points has been the main busiiv-s J aeli. 'on-i
L.iss
of
1
eoini
.patioa.
up
\ppethe.
I
at the headquarters to-day.
interspersed food. Yellow >kiu. and Lem-ral Languor ami l»e
■
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swept the state
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(MM) on the Governor vote there
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Tliuiupson.

:
L. ii. liotul. Workingman,
kite Les Glut tire lias the election of a L. s.
Si-nat*'!. as successor "f Stanlev Mathew
to;- which place Mathews is himself a can-

attract
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Henry
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painters.
for the low price of one
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election in Ohio occurred on Tuest'"i- Governor, a full state ticket, and
Legislature. There were in the Held m
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'I'ho State Democratic
by 25,000 !

Winter

ami after

Geo.W.Burkett&Co,
Vi Haiti

Street, Cil\ Block. lielfast. Hr

Grand

t

I-Iigli

Belfast.

St.
1

It I

FOR FALL & WIXTKR

Opening*
K

<>

>et.
folat s.l.»
»o, Thorndike

Monday,
ON
s, trains will
lows: Leave i;. Hast

LORD’S,

Williamson's Block,

Railroad.

Arrangement.

L.

hill and Winter Goods !

Ladies' Misses &

Boy’s

run as

\l \ IV 111 K l

Mrs. B. F. WELLS

i.

In liis ci:», (lei. st h. 1* v Ibv. Da\ id !•'os ter F.ste<,
Mr. John S. I maid and Miss Almeiiia M. Patterson,
hot h of Bella -1.
In Burnham, Sept. 7*1>Ih, l»v Rev. I. I.ord, In nj.
Re. nolds ol Burnham, and Mi
Addb W. Bu/./.t 11,
of »'linton.
In
ushing, Sept loth, Mr. IIirain ,l ouiig and Mis
.leanette Da\ is. both t»f < ashing.
In
Dee. .".isf, ls7i», Mr. \. Smith
riiampion ol I’hila., and Aii- Fmnia Webster, ol
Rockland.
In (louldshorn, Sept. 17th, Mr. .lerod Pram, ot‘
Couldsboro, and Miss Marv A Tumdle, N. I*.

ami Milliner. Ii;ivr ju

i

returned trout all

a.in., Brooks >
.'i.» a m.
o.'.’o, l nity, '.'.'to, arriving at Burnham at
I .rave Belfast at -1 Oft p.m., Brooks, ;.-tT horndike,
T. *o, 1 nity, 4.
arriving at Burnlmm at ft o n m.
lieturning- Leave Burnham at lo.yu a. m I nity
1“
'Thorndike, 11 oil, Brooks, 1
arriving at
Belfast at PJ jo p. in.
Leave Burnham at .'J p.m.. t' nity. ft.-Ts, Thorndike, fi.U'J, Brook-, *».rio, arriving at B* Hast ,~.o; p.m,
These ITuins Connect at Burnham with Portland.
Boston and Bangor Trains.
Belfast, Oct *, is::.

aiv

prepared

now

to

and I.A I'liS I

N I!N\

liimLsh all the

Styles

of

Hats & Bonnets!

NOTICE.
r

Silk, Snlins,
Vel

L>IK1>.
(

Hi years, 1 month ami .» days.
In \ inalhaseii, Sept. Jltli, Waldo Lufkin, torim
ly of Deer Isle, aged about 7*.i years.
In Warren, Sept. 7‘f>th, Edgar L. Stetson, aged •.
years and 11 months.
In riiomaston, Sept. Vltli, James llenrv, sou of
.las. II. and Maria Ivlleran, aged 7* mo-., 1 this
in board the schooner Commonwealth, Sept. J>th,
Papt. Samuel II. tiros-, aged to years.
In Boston, Sept. 7*oth, of typhoid (ever, Frank S
son of Lydia II. Bowley, aged li* years, 11 months
and 7J days. His remain's were curried to West Camden, for interment, Sept. ’Jd.
In Mt. Desert, Sept. dll. Mr. Stephen Richard-on,
aged Ni years, 1 month ami 7 days.

SHIP
PORT

NEWS.

OF

BELFAST.

A RIU V El).
Oct. Id, sch Courser, Carver, Ellsworth.
Oct. Mil, sch Jnchiu, Oetchell, Boston.
Philadelpiiia;
Oct. 8th, schs Mary Brewer, Leo,
Lillian, Ityan, Boston; Whip, Pond, Portland.
Oct. !»th, sch Julia Newell, Jones, New York.

SAILED.
Oet.ath, sch Janies Holmes, Ryder, City Point, to
load hay for Hyannis.
Oct. dill, sells A!>bv (iub*, (Irom Bangor) Darby,
Boston; A. Muyford, Dickey, Camden, to load for
Jacksonville.
Oct. Uth, schs Earl Patter-lmll, Bangor, to load lor
Salem ; Mary, Magee, City Point, to load for Philadelphia ; Lillian, Ryan, do, to loud lor Boston; \\ hip,
Pond, Castiue.

Andrews
Tho
\\ isli

>

and

Philadelpiiia,

ithifliitf;/ llntirrs, hn/oio/ /hi i>,it* Sum,, anil \\r‘
must hi /mil/for.)
In Rockland, Oct. 1-f, Mary I*., wife of’James P.
Brown, aged .“•«» years, 7 months ami jj das
ln St. Peorge, Sept. Jtlt.li, Isaac K. Smalley, agetl

.,

n,ml

'ailieis

Hridid Y'

Mourning

as

as

and other

publications

S\

Pine Assortment of Books at his store, N*>
! .Main
street, t he old stand of P. iHiPon, where they cjin
he supplied at tincost of | ublishing.
A good
opportunity lor all. Ho not forget the No. M Main
Street.
W M. O. POOR, Sec. & Treas.
Belfast, <>ct. 1, l.>77.

Hals

prime

r 1 aiicy

i. 0with

<

Tirds,

Snow Make,

name, b cts.

Haina-k, elc.,110 alike,
Nassau Hard(’
Nassau, N.Y

(111: \1>

t«i

USi:A.\ I to a license from the lion. Judge ol
Probate, for the County i»l Waldo, 1 shall sell
at public auction, on the tenth day of November, A
1L 1>". at t wo o’clock 1*. M., at liichhora’s Hall, in
Stockton, unless previously disposed o! at private
sale, the following described real estate, situate in
said Stockton, belonging to t lie partner.-hip assets of
the late firm ofC.S. & O. Fletcher, vi/. Lot ol land,
with the store thereon, recently occupied by said
firm, subject to a mortgage of $lnuo, and interest i«>
the Penobscot Savings Hand. Six square rods of
land north of the dwelling house of the late C. s.
Fletcher. Twenty four square rods of land north of
('apt. I )eviTeau x’s. < >ne individual halt of the shipyard, and buildings therein, formerly occupied hv
said linn. One quarter of an acre of laud near the
()ne t liird of an acre of land m ar <
Minfin housi
Six acres of land near H. F. Orants.
S. Itendclls.
I >ated this tent h day of < k’toher, A. 1». L-CT.
L. M. PAKTKMKJF, Administrator of the estate
of c. S. Fletcher, deceased.
::w 1.»

HERVEY,

WATCHMAKER & JEWELER,
BELFAST, MAINE
—

Constantly

on

hand,

O

one

of the

I.AKOIkf and

BKST assorted

Stock of Gt-oocls
lii this section of the State.
to the LOAN I ,s |

Price* of

goods reduced

Watches, Clocks, anil Jewelry,
BF.ST

Repaired PROMPTLY,

and in the

manner.

17 PHENIX ROW.

Pay!

IT lit >SK indebted to ine whose term of credit has
1 expired, are notified to call and settle at once
oAKFS ANtilKH.
and SAVF, POST.
l;*tf
Helfast, Oct. 10,
f

their Stock

Caps

B.

o!

am! liiiils

placed

on our

counters

one

Suits ?

ISTow is Your Time.
It will pay you writ In rail anil r\aiuinc
my Stork of

city at tin*

(his

Furnishing

Suits !
Vests, all Wool, 31

fi
at
IT'S in (’outs, rants and Ve
SI 310.00, .31woo ami 314.no, per Suit.
A

G.

W,

AT

Diagonal

LOW

OVERCOATS

.»1 MtHH Sh'ti f, lirlhisl, Mr.

Suits!

< ) W I,

ST

REAFERS!

P U 1 (

I’. S !

Custom Work.
Custom Work done to Order in the most Desirable manner, l it and Workmanship guaranteed.

ANDREWS
20

High Street,

an.H

100

English Pollock,

Will he

sold

cost.

MV liiivr the I.AItiil'.ST STOCK mill

I.

FOR SALE.
QUINTALS LIGHT SALTED

3""“.

PRICES.

AND

BROS.,

Clothing.
HANEY.

an.

l ull Assortment of

Worsted &

Ms!

AM*

Cheaper than tho Cheapest !
l l's in I’ants and

AT

of the

& Best Selected Stocks
be found in the

CHEAP

F. WELLS’.

Rubber

KA I KS.

Call and

SELLING

LOWEST PRICES!

Mrs. B. F. WELLS. 1)l
CALVIN

have

Largest

Administrator’s Sale.

the CIll'.AI’EST.

<

of the American Bible

a

Kiljlxms,

Madeat S111»1M \l» I KT.and

s,

Society, that they have appointed Cha-. W. Haney,
1 )esp(.'itary of said Society, ai *1 that they will find

call attention

ti*

rmisiiiHOODS!

Waldo

MERINO VESTS!

Popular Clothiers,

Clitiliini', Clullis, Hals.

County Bible Society would reportpil
,1. fully notify nil persons wishing Bibles, Testa

meat

vet s,

Kiowa
I

I

to

Brothers,

BELFAST, ME.

tin* tr:ul«*
ilwlo

to

at

:i

licht :i*lvninf Iroin
I'. 1*1 IS HA.SI.

A.

C. W. HANEY
Has

just rerri\rtl

a

I'mt* Stork of

Fall Hats & Caps.
CAIX AND Sl'.K TIIKM.

The Prices shall suit You
Krtnrinbrr tlir phur,
HELFAS i.

ol Mum St mi,

My Grape-Vine.
BY

Sighing.

I

MAliY

K.

A

[From tilt*

BliADLKY.

said, when warm west winds

were

blow•

iug<

I In- gracious summer has
I 'hall not sec her wild-wood
♦ hi vine or tree :

no

gifts

for

me :

blossoms growing

shall not wander where her purple clover
1 where daisies make the meadows
gay,
Nor be aware of sweet airs wafted over
Her new mown hay.
1

shall not hear, albeit my soul rejoices
H: even cadence of the tender strain.
The mingled music of her many voices—
Its low refrain
"I

"♦h

And brooks that murmur to their tuneful fall:
N "r<•* the rapture of her bird
songs thrilling
High over all.
'1- that delight in shadowy woodland
places.
The stony pavement of the town must tread.
And see the blue of heaven in measured
spaces
Above my head.
A\

bile all the summer's bloom and lavish
beauty
Are si>read for other
eyes to see.
"d.ut in by city walls the
of
dutv
path
Is marked for me."
did not know—faint heart and unbelieving!—
The while I murmured at a needful thing.
'A hat dear
delight, to shame me for such grieving,
My vine would bring.

i

Betwixt the stones it had to grow and flourish—
The stubborn stones that barely let it pass.
Nor left enough of garden mold to nourish
A blade of grass.
Vet how it grew ! so tall, so fair, and greenly.
And all its liberal leaves and clusters
spread
In such prolusion, one forgot how
meanly
Its roots were fed.

wandering wind that

shiver
Stirred tender odors,
And when the .July air
With fervent heat.

made

the voting leaves

delicately sweet
was all a-quiver

coolness lingered in the vine’s embraces.
Such lovely shadows wavered to and fro.
It brought to mind all greenest forest
places
W here wild flowers blow.

sMieh

day by da\. until the lamentation
<it sad November
stripped the branches bare
It gave me sweet and subtile
compensation

>o

For secret

care.

"Behold. ;f mutely said, •my green profusion.
Behold my purple clusters where they hang.
And recollect, the prison-house seclusion
From whence we sprang !
bite may be cruel, heart and hand restricted.
Till effort battled makes the spirit quail :
But noble aims, though often contradicted.
At last prevail."
to heart suggestion and assurance.
And vowed to learn the lesson of the vine—
groweth. its aspiration, its endurance.
Should all be mine !

f took
Its

though resolve fall short of its completeness.
\nd though to-day the wintry winds complain.
I know the losing of that summer sweetness
W as
wholly gain !
1 hippineott s Magazine.

And

“Wonder Who They’re For.’’

My uni's been working very hard.
And also very sly.
\nd keeps h«*r sewing out of sight
Whenever 1 am nigh.
1 asked her once what made her stop
Her work when 1 came in:
said she only stopped to get
needle, thread or pin.

She
A

The bureau drawer next to mine
Is locked both night and day.
And when mu wants to open it
She sends me off to play.
1 stole a peep one afternoon.

Although

it was

not

right

Hut. oh ! the little things i saw
Were such a pretty sight!
The cutest, nicest little clothes—
.lust big enough for doll:
Hut then 1 know they're not tor !><,
s'/,/ needs them not at all.
I know they're not for manor
pa,
Nor me nor brother •Ilor,"
for we can't wear such little clothes
1 wonder who they're for.

—

Jewels of

Thought

:

and Devotion.

tin- .Mountain's stormy breast
mi.* down and sank to’rest
tin* wild thrill of the blest.
Defied and welcomed as it passed
\ud made my lullaby tin* psalm
of strife that wins immortal calm
I p«*n
I laid
I felt

radlcd and rocked by wind and cloud,
Sale pillowed oil the summit proud,
steadied b\ that ineircling arm
Which holds the universe from harm.
1 knew tin* Lord my soul would
keep
I pon his mountain tops
asleep,
j l.uey Lareom.
im*d word is an easy
P**:ik ill requires only our
nothin:'
[Tdlctsoii.
\

hut not to
silence, which costs us

obligation

Advertisements, j

J. C. THOU & 1.7
right|

In the hip pocket of an old vagrant,
pulled in by the police the other night, i/rrniN the
was a memorandum book full of his own
writings with pencil, and some of his philosophy is good enough to he preserved. Best Stock Country ! Best Population! J
11 is first paragraph reads:—
BEST LANDS!
“Drinking bad whiskey because it is
offered free is like getting into the way of Low Prices !
Credits !
bullets purchased by an enemy.”
A second reads:
liiiil k Short Winters! Stock Feeders Paradise!
••Honesty is the best policy, but some
folks are satisfied with second best. It is
B. & M. RAILROAD
hard to be holiest on an empty stomach."
A third runs:
“A dry plank under a rain-proof shed
is better than a feather bed in .jail, and
one isn’t annoyed by the .jailor bringing in
a square breakfast.”
A fourth says:—
Address Land Commissioner,
“Pay as you go. If you liavn’t any- B. & M. R. R.
Burlington, Iowa.
thing to pay with, don’t go. If you are
forced to go, record every indebtedness
and let your heirs settle the bills."
The fifth explains:
■•We should have charity for all. W hen
l or Reading Clubs, tor Amateur Theatricals, Temthe winter winds blow cold and drear we
perance Plays, Drawing Room Plays, Fairy Plays,
vags should pity the poor fellows in India Ethiopian Plays,Guide Books,Speakers Pantomimes
Tableaux Eights, Magnesium Lights, Colored Fire,
who are having red hot weather.”
Burnt Cork, Theatrical Face Preparations, Jarley’s
A sixth is recorded
Wax Works, W igs, Beards, and Moustaches at re“Politeness costs nothing, but it is not duced prices. Costumes, Scenery, Charades, New
catalogue sent tree containing full description and
expected that you will wake a man up at Prices. SAM’J. FRENCH & SUN, 122 Nassau St.,
midnight to ask permission to go through New York.
his hen house. It is more courteous to
let him enjoy his needed repose.”
The seventh and last was noted dow n
as follows:
“When you pick up an apple core do
not find fault because it is not the apple
itself, but be satisfied with the grade of
descent. Do not be ashamed of your occupation. We cannot all be lords, nor
As I cannot be
can we all be vagrants.
a lord I should not lament at being a
Mother* w ho lto*e their llarlinga with
lie truthful ami out-spoken.
vagrant,
drastic
incur a fearful responsibility. The
'That is, tell’em you are a Chicago tire gentle, purgatives
moderate (yet effective),laxative, alterative, |
and
anti-bilious
of Tarrant’s Seltzer
sufferer.
seasonable
hours
or
some
operation
Keep
Atekient particularly adapts it to the disorders of 1
other vag will get your plank first- children.
lie hopeful, cheerful and good natured.
(Howling won’t cure a sore heel."

i

LATITUDE
Long

LAND

In Iowa and Nebraska.

A

Virginia

Recluse.

century ago there lived in the town of'
Charlottsville a young man who played a promt
nent part in society circles.
He was an aecom
plished dancer, dressed in fashionable style, and
was the central figure at balls and parties.
lrpon
one of these festive oct asious a wag. who was pres
cut. attached ;i bundle of rags to the coat-tail of
the youth and with this absurd appendage to his
otherwise faultless apparel he went through the
maze of the dance with the beautiful belles of tin*
day When in* discovered the trick that had been
played upon him tin- young man was so deeply
mortified that in* ever afterward eschewed society,
and lived tin* life of a hermit.
Abandoning the
gay world, he betook himself to a small building
which stood on the site of the present residence of
Mr. James Bolin, and commenced the sale of wliis
The door of tin* den was fastened with a log
ky
chain, and was never opened wider than was
nesessary to admit the quart bottle of a thirs
ty customer. At first he bought the liquor b\ tinjug and retailed it by the pint, but as business
grew brisk In* purchased a barrel, and dually, when
the price of whisky got down to JO cents per gal
Ion. he was enabled by his rapid accumulations to
till his cellar. He lived thus for many years, nev
er leaving the premises in daylight
except at tin*
Mat term of the county court, when In* would
emerge from his den clothed in a drab swallow
tailed coat, reaching nearly to the ground, and a
pair of leather breeches, walk to the court house,
procure his license, and return to Ids hole. Aft«*r
night he would visit a pump near tin* court house,
and some people said that on dark nights In* would
extend his walks into tin* country.
About forty years ago, one rainy morning when
a customer knocked at the door of this singular
individual, then an old man. then* wa> no response.
The door was forced open and the solitary- oceu
A committee of eiti
pant was found to be dead.
zens was appointed to examine tin* premises. Tin*
cellar was found well stored with liquor mellowed
by age. and beneath the ground, buried in eartheni
crocks. Sb.ooo in specie were brought to the sur
face. Probably, with a prophetic vision of broken
Charlottsville banks. In- was a hard money man in
the strictest sense of t he words. A log of wood,
upon which the head of the miser rested, and a
blanket covering his stiffened limbs, constituted
the furniture of the miser's home. His only ledg
er was a slate, upon which was found a statement
of the amount of cash on hand, which tallied with
the contents of the cart hern jars. The name of
this uhl man was John Yeargcn. There are many
of our citizens who remember
him well, and
whose mouths water when they think <>f the su
refreshments
perior liquid
purchased at *1 a gallon
through the crack of the miser's door. [Charlotts
<
ville ’hronicle.

Nearly

the additions and im-

provements to their

Humbugs

in

Court.

despise the world, hut

■**

«•

Esquimaux

Repulse Hay,

received them from a native chief, at
whose camp the white man who owned
them died of scurvy while on a visit
there.
The Huwanee river that the old song
tells about has just been opened to steamboat navigation.

WILSON
SEWING MACHINE CO.,
Hroailwav, Aew York City;
Chicago. 111. ; Xew Orleanw. La
ian

Variety
GEO. G.

^und

Mandrake with th

39 Main

Salt, Butter. Cheese,

Street,

Molasses,

Pure Cider and

from the blood.

White Wine

LARGEST STORE!
A ,\7>

STOCK

Syrup,

Vinegar,

KEROSINE OIL
B E S T

seen

Teas and Coffees!
The market affords.

We

occupy the whole of Two Large
Buildings, or Six Floors, having nearly I
now

Bond’s Boston Bread
IX EVERY STYLE.

EIGHT THOUSAND SQUARE FEET Pickles and
OF

Catsup

In addition to

Complete

our

Assortment

FURNITURE, CASKETS &C,
China and Glass

Ware,

Glass Preserve Jars,

AND

Large

Debility.

Sold

by

health returns.

OltOCEU

ine.

KOK

KITCHEN

FOR GENERAL HOUSEHOLD USE. IT IS UNSURPASSED.
For removing Paint, Yarnit-h, Grease,
and all impurities lrom the hands, it he4
in the market.

Jas. W. Clark
Has removed his Stock of

Shoes

To No. 3 Phenix Row.

BATES, Proprietor,

HAltRISOJV

80

dr.

('aimed Got ids of all Kinds.

Fruits,

AV., ltOSTOA.

EXTK ACTS

OF

Providence River and

KINDS.

Virginia

OYSTERS.

GOODS

day of the LATEST STYLES, and. RES
EveryAEITV
All we ask is to call and set* us.

ESTABLISHED IN 1828.

ok

CON FECTIONER Y
OF Al l.

KINDS.

I

l^L

Brilliant White

Our Prices Can't be Beat !

\\> an- selling large PROVIDENCE RIVER
OYSTERS. fresh from their beds, dailv, tit
per gallon. Also PROVIDENCE RIVER NATIVES AND PLANTS.
In the Shell by the Bushel or Barrel.
A liberal discount

Oil!

Safety

PROVIDENCE RIVER AND VIRGINIA

readily with Starch, hot or cold. Prevents
“blistering” ami the iron sticking. Saves twen
-live per vent of labor and starch.

t

OYSTERS,

Ladies' Senjc Button and ('onaress.
Good Aide in Men's Low ('at Shoes.
alike, with
VI #"">,FANCY cardsio cents. i>o<t paid. M AN» -id st
n. y. city.
HA i tan card co.,
two

no

Bo/fS and

|

Pianos

PIANO

startling

only #1:10.

Washington,

■o.^t

Cir. I-r»*t*.

O. F.

fiPIANOfi
STOOLS

^

£Q

At

r_,o\v

Ask your dealer for

them, and it he has
for Catalogue and Prices.

none

STOVES & TIN

send

Constantly
Promptly
I

As

!

!

faithfully

and
am

sole

attended

WATTLES,

new

Miiii/ Sh'frl.

location, and examine

THE

You

B.

F

MISS

Of

A

large

Stock and

Having K K ol’KX

Perfumery

in Balk

and Bottled,

Tooth Brushes,
Face Powder,
Hair Brushes

the

Boot & Shoe Line
At

Critchett & Francis.

in fact

kept in

can

a

iirst

itc

itv.

Shawl, Lace,

H-JIOOpY S.

JUST RECEIVED

CUFF PINS!
Gold Plated and Celluloid Coral.
NEW

STYLES.

PRICES
At HEUVEY’S

LOW!
Jewelry Store.

Ami leased tin- store on Main street, formerly oc•!. It. Wadlin, are now prepared to offer
cupied
a well selected stock of

by

OUOCKHIES !

FAMILY

Corn, Flour and Meal,

!>—

and

L'l)

on

Street, Belfast.

Newport

Pork, Beef,

to

faction.

DR. R. MOODY'S
the market.

Vegetable Bitters the best in

Reader’s German Catarrh Snuff.
The only reliable Catarrh Remedy.
A full Stock of Wax Flower Material. Physician’s
Prescription and Family Receipts carefully com

B. HE

MOODY,

Corner of Muin and

High Sts.

Success

receive

hi

Butter-making at Last

Attained,

to

and from

t

lie

M W
cars

MAY
i^=saKz^Sf7mmTi.

Buy Your

Bools & Shoes

Spices,

iu a tirst-clasa ».roccry
wholesale and retail, at as reasonable rates
as can be had at any store iu tin- «• tv.
Our Stock is purchased for Cash, and by strict integrity and fair dealing we hope to merit a fair share
of patronage.
#**-< live us a call.
BKN H A/F.M IN K.
1»7G.-J*tf
Belfast, Dec.

N. K. KI.KN.

Belfast, Sept. 23, ks75.—tfl3

HOMER, M. I).

IHliff 5S Main Si.
BELFAST,

Great

;>

to S>tr ^n/

and

<

lit

may be found in bis ollice *ver\ dav *>l tin
week, when not attending to prole-sional cull" in
the city or country. Will answer calls prompt 1 >
< barge- reasonable.
I he wortl»\ P*»«»r 1i• ate*l free
of charge every Monday, A. M.
I'
One Hollar a i-it, w it bin *me mile ol the
cit> jf>"t otbee, and lift\ ifiits mile liiif way, when
culled to t be countrx.
Itespectful!\,
l\::i
JOHN IP
M. H.

■

da

and

sat urdav
>team*T hai.rv

I

* a v

Sail 'id Whart Wedm-dav, Ti.
and amt saturdav at *.< A. M., m.n lav over uni
M., or late an i v a 'i Poal- or T \>• lr-ion
tl .1
\\ M. P. SU AN, Agent

h» A.

1

PATENTS.

Marked Down !
$4.00.

they

Goods

are

ever

Lowest

Selling

Pt. FT. EDDY,
No. 76 State St., opposite
Patent

Prices.

Croquet Slippers FineGoatSlippers
CRITCHETT & FRANCIS-

Strap Shoos,

Former Price $3.50.

ram*

Slii'litlv I>

.in-.

11..-I I MOMAI.S.

“1

reganl Mr. Iddv as one oT the mo t .-.ip.,:.
sir-<■< 'Sin/
practitioners with whom I have hud
cial intercom
CllA> .MASON,

'.-.l

..it

’ommissioner of Put.-*
•Inventor- cannot employ a person mor* tin-'
w oi ihy or more capable ot
securing lor t hem an a
and favorable eon.side rat i*m at the Patent office
I DM l NO PI UR F, late Com. ! Patent
P«»s|«»\, 1 tctobel [•.», 1 ,s 7
K II
KDDV, l-isty Dear Sir you procured
Sine*' th- n you iiav
me, in IMo, mv tirst patent.
a* h d tor and adv is* *| um in humlr* ds *>i- c.*-t
an
man\
r«
:-sueami e\trn-ioii-i
proeured
patents,
have tM-ea-ionaiiv emplove*! In be-- ag» n, i*
m N- w
Y ork, Philadelphia ami \\ a -in ng ton, hit 1 -till g*.
y*»u almost tie- wind, ol 'my hu-im--., in our lim
ami adv i->* othem to emplov you.
1 ours trnl,,
c F.opo F DKA 1'T.l:
P.o .tou, .1 all's !, Is.
l v r .’7.

At Critchet&Francis.

•'

REMOVAL!

■

KITTRIDCE

R.

«>I

Goods!

Dry

D3y, Monday, May 28th,

This

li) the Store formerly occupied by »■. W. llurk>tt in
llayford Hlack, and inv ites ill of his forme' patronanil friends to give him a call. Mv Prices will be ;t-«

HA

Agent for the

also

HAMPTON TEA COMPANY,
And will continue to sell for fl irt)
TKAS at former prices, being cargo

l>n\-

p.iig.r

price.-, \i/
liest Japan Teas, ID and f»U con*.-,
good Japan I a.
for
1
or
BJ
cents
£ .do,
single jiouml, «nii
Bpounds
pounds to one person; a very good Japan lea, t
I
for
$l.uu, only pounds to one per.-on I Jig
pounds
fish llreaklast leas, lo, Jo and no cent- per pouml,
1
only pouml at one-ale; liest duality Oolong I- a,
for Bf» cents, former price lo and Jo r. nt-.
No fenOn T he above Tea.- all warranted good.
sold at wholesale.

If contains full dtfscr I .uimm S,„||h. rn Ku«nlti.l urLc*
•.
t in It..Is I him),
f*l. t*recce, \'iu Mini.r,
I
itwl with 5j.*0 fit:.- kii.rivu •'!
.mipicte Hi.-u>ry published ol tin » uulru- involved in [.»

Russ ian Turki sli Wa r

work is the result of Re.-ent nn 1 Ky'-mall ttie countries mum-.!
I
i- ,t
Mti.1
fie om v ...
...
on I*.
.ad the t.i-t sell tug ..tie ever icihli to- !
'a,
\
if ».
| v» ♦»
j.
the /■;.< •/.»,/; nil,
Mi’s at
s
.•
V 1
'inrush IJI. A.*. '* >. tlon t tui -- t'
t‘" very I*.
to ft ike llion.a
t in f/n
tf
s
N..U
'if'itvs.
S ltd
tan*
f.« \. etit •. an 1
our Extra Term
v ..Ills. Ive
hl'M J*f I. .11 i'f r*
... It tto k mill III Ice
\ ! If.
A. l>. W..I- no.a.iN V I'.. l*uidi
Hartford.
..uu
Th'* cratul

ivc Tmvel
“timely t.
*■

tff>

u. KITTK I I

H 1 F

JUST

RECEIVED.

now

m

.,k

Non-Resident Taxes.

CANNED

GOODS!
r

n i x

(i

rnu:s. nosro.\ u.\ a i:i> in: i \
\rr/./:s

\

<\<

PRICES LOW!
Alsu

Fresh

TAMAIUSDs

/nit n/i

n>

TO

F.

FITTED

B.

SWIFT,

Wadlin Block,
Belfast, July 25, 1-77.

37 Main Street.
ti l

22
22
AGAIN

I
the town <>t I rank I* at, (
ol Wa I
in!
the year ls7ii, the lot low i ng 11 r >t I a < s on If ea
Estate "I non r« -id* nt own .a
w n M I r.»nk
n tin
f**rt. tor tin year lsf •, in hill* committed
D. \
f. well, collector ol -aid town, on the 17! ll duv >l
dune 1 **:»•*, h\ hi* certilieate ot that date, ha* been
returned to met., him a- remaining unpaid mi tin
>.
and indie*- i- hereby given
loth dav ot dam
that it the -aid 1 u.ve-, i n! a
! .. ml charges are no!
a the
into
the
tr<
a-tn
1 !<*wu within Ipaid
months from the date ot :!n- i-ommstun-n: <>1 the sa. 1
hills, .'** III lie h of the rt ai e-t.ite taxed a- will be -lit
licient to pay the annui-t due ttier*-for, including ii
hterc*t and charge-, will, without further in»tic»
sohl at public auction tl tin- otlice «*f the SelectUU-i
ill said town, on t he l.*t ll da v ol December,
t!
10 o’clock, A. M

IN

•,

\'nine,
ft* whom tax* *1 ami de-.-riptn.n
lav
*."0 s
an
land
n
♦
arpeiif r, N. I..
1 >eslion, Mo** *
7".U0
Win.
H.
7u.ini
McLellan,
A LBLli I I.
1 I- I I o\\ >,
dw I :
I ea*urer td Lranktort.
Is.
Lrankt.'it, ><-pt. 1

<

Patent Vulcanized

Rubber Coated
i-

'I^HIS

70

Granite

Block,
MAINE.

BELFAST,

4‘.»tf

Cement! Cement!
Barrels of the Best Brand ever ottered
for sale in this city, just received unit for

\

"

FINE

CALCINED

SHINGLES!
grades, and all kinds of Lumber at prices that
can’t be beat.

HALL & COOPER.
Belfast, Sept. l», 1877.

Ml:

WATER

PIPES.
ot

toppage

o!

l»v lead

is

remoue.l.

I

rust or

by

poi-oiiiug

-apply
»•

-an

A. D. FRENCH
p'tf

BONNETS Corn! Corn!!
6,500

ROUND HATS

.lust received and tor sal.- Low

High

Corn!

at

Lane's

Whart.

A. M. CARTER.
Dissolution.

Ferguson Si Littlefield’s

22

Bushels

Yellow

Prime

a T

PLASTER,

White Lump & Common Limo,
Sea-Sand and Hair.

perfectly pun- ami lieulthv article

a

Belfast, Api il 5, 1>.T.

sale at the

Lowest IPrioe.

Pipe.

By using this piping all ri-k-

L\'

1 N

Of all

Bank

Savings

■

he purchasetl elsewhere. Thankful for pa
favors and would still solicit patronage.
Please call
and take a look at the Old Place so well known.
as can

am

Belfast

VI i; h MO V ID to tli.ir new Banking I:.
mi Oi.-tom 11 ou-e Square, are prepared to
ceive depo-it *, placing the same on iliter* -t on tl
Hr>t days ol .lime, July, August ami m member, an
d Al t' Ii. I
rDecember, .laliuarv, 1-ehmaia
t
u
being c«»mt*a ! *1 -11 -aine, the lir-t M 'ld a
and 1 )eceuil*er.
i)ejM»' i 1 received dai
except on Sunday*
Legal 11 olid a -, I rom ’.•;<•! d \ M.. and I.» i 1* M
Saturday s Bank eh es at
a
A
A LAI Ml., "rr -!
Jt >*! N 11. ltM I .M r. V
Belfast dune stli 1*74.
tf

We have all the Late Novelties

MEN'S

At

Former.Price $4.75.

Sm/ur In/

FURNITURE

W

at

Kilby St.. Boston

m the ( nit* d >tai<
i-o it. * .nag
t
and other 1 urigu countri*
ot tin- claim-»d any Patent furnished t.y remittm
“lie tlollar.
\
igum.ni- recoidtdai Washing'
\w
I' nit’il Sfiit>
I '/■ it>ii ■( t In
xti/n
I
t'tirilit'os for ohtiiiiuin/ f‘ut< lit < or osv, (nn n
/mil iiliihilihl '■l inn nth-ii.s.
K H. I.DIC Solicitor ol Pal. n*

Pritain, I

»,

i

the Best

offered, and

*«.

RETURNING
l.cnve Pellast, Sanford Whart, tor peooksv ill*Mondav at
P. M. Wednesday Fridav amt S.i
urdav at 0 A M
touching at Castim; undlslesbu
Fridav tli«' Strainer u ill make a round ti ip, I.
A. M., returning t
-am* dav
mg Pelia-t at
P srngei> ronmrt with Pa-■!*>»! P.oat s going \\
Momla' a i;d | hursda;. ... I a-t Wedm-sdu
1

MAINE

....

Peaches, Pears, Quinces, Pine

Bargains

NEWLY

(I lay ford Mock,)

For

QUEEIM

Capt. FKF.D \.t.ILMoKh

.,

Ilfsiilrucc. fhureli St

N. It.
Particular attention given
Ft iinih■ I>isi'tisi .s of long standing.

Fin:sn

t*

FRANCIS,

VMKK

<

i n c i,

FOR

I mil \ou have Called on

CRITCHETT &

1!

S

Will run until further moire,
a. ai
P.rooksvilh idr Peltast on Monduv and Thursday
7 o’clock A. Ma-t.iiei !7»and Isleshoro
..v!
also Mondav at I 7«o P M
inline at
P M
Momla
tin Steamer vv ill m.ak" a
and trip. i,
ilig Prook>v ill*' it 7 »*’*•!*u k A. M ami IP Hast at
P. M., touching at ( ast;m ami I -!
t
each vv

House.

HAVl.NO

Do Not

Tim

a-

at

Button A. B. MATHEWS’

1* EKE EOT

o’clock, touciiiug

Belfast. Casting. Brooksville & Isleshoro

Tobacco,

goods usually kept

an.) all

Store,

OO

purchased the Patent Right to manufucture and sell the above Churn in Waldo,
Knox, Lincoln ami Sagadahoc Counties, we take
pleasure in ottering it to Dairymen, in full confidence
that it bus no rival ami is THE ONLY PERFECT
CHURN NOW IN USE.
SIMPSON & MERRILL,
dtf
Searsport, Maine.

MISSES

At CRITCHETT & FRANCIS.

will

Hotel.

convey passengers

Lard, Hams,

THE EUREKA!
THE ONLY

-t do

Portland -ame night, connecting
Pullman Train and ear!' morning train- ; -r Po-t
and the West.
For further particular- impiii*- t
< T.t >. L. !» \ V
ieu
n ket Agt..
Railroad Whart
K. Cl SHINC, Assistant Manager.

Sample Koorns free to guest.-*.
Livery ami Hoarding Stable couueeled with the

rpiiK
is

Millinery

II Main

FULL LINK OF

PURE SPICES!

ly28

—AND—

X

their Looms, have now
ASSOKTMKNT of the
Leading Styles in

clnsa Drug Store

he found at

pounded.

Bar

A

CHURN!

t’omhs,

ami

TlmrsilayMornings at

arriving in

TUCKER, Proprietor.

1

At Critchett & Francis.

Warranted Strictly Pure and to give entire satis-

Every thing in

Couches
and boats.

I NDKKSKJNKO having formed a co-partuership in business under the name and style

Pomades,

A

and Boston.
CO., Montreal
Ilmeowb.

7 CousreiM Ht.,

Tea, Coffee,

Hats, Bonnets,

Hair Oils,

Pamphlet.

H. D. FOWLE &

promptly

MISSES

Fancy (ioods.
Knives,

<

Belfast, Me.

lias removed his stork

for II. S. r 1 -'-'s and New 1-, on very
Orders by Mail, Telegraph <»r l.xpres^
attended to. Address
loon: a ntiAdi

In the market.

R.

J. 1)

terms.

1 x

Shoulder Braces

I

Main Street,

1-00

exchanged

best

Kerosene Oil,

AND all the NOVELTIES of the SEASON.

The best and most durable

Everything

One Rottlc warranted a perfect PURE for all kinds
Tiro to four Potties in the worst cases
of PILES.
of LEPROSY, SPROEl LA, SALT RHEUMRHEUMATISM, R1D.XEYS, DYSPEPSIA, PA.
TARRH, and alt diseases of the SEJ.X and RLOOI),
Internal and External use. Entirely Vegetable.
Money returned in all eases of failure; none for IS
Send for
years. $1 a Bottle. Sold everywhere.

TIES

FILL

a

Fall

great variety of

Sponges,

Pile & Humor Cure.

»

Hazeltine & Co..

SOIJTHWORTH

Genuine Patent Medicines
all kinds.

__

s

< >r

KIOil AiilVS,
—

and Chemicals !

Drugs

him

American

IN

NEW FIRM!

At Critchett & Francis.

hand

Pure

to

L O W

WELLS’.

.

MRS.

DRUG STORE!

..

r O W L E

U. S. Bonds, Gold and Foreign Exchange.

BOY’S

MOOD'Z”S

IV1 ai z e I i a.

Manufacturing Co.;

LARGEST AND

DEAL

•IwH

CRITCHETT & FRANCIS.

At

TEUSbES!

IK OOLLEBE PEACE, N. Y.

Congress Sq.,

KST A H ILLS 11 K 1

SCOTCH

JOTS!

FRENCH p

1 !n Steamer I. E \\ IMIOI. < apt. Deerl...
will leave Railroad Wnail', ever\ 1 ue.-dav and
at 11 o’clock, or on tin- arrival ol‘Ti,
7.on o’clock Pullman Train tor Poston over
Kastern Kail Koad tor Rockland, Castim-, De»
1
Sedgwick, Southwest and Par Harbors, Mr. D< a
Milltiridge, done.sport and Machiasporf.
Returning— I,eave M.ichiasport ter. Mondav a:

.■

11ST THE CITY

Store.

CHILDREN’S

BREAKFAST CEREALS
WhiteWhcat/'J v,-'f>.Oat Meal.

The Cereals

& 2

GLOVES!

-A. T-

Hervey’s Jewelry

AMERICAN

<

Congress St.,

7

Pure Scotch Pebbles!
eves.

WEEK

day Fvenings

at Law!

BANKERS,

CALLED BONDS CASHED.

—A N L>-

PER

~e

BOSTON, MASS.,

CHEAPEST STOCK

TRIPS

-•

For One-half tho usual Price

Bifocal and Tinted Glasses

Adapted to all ages and conditions of the
cannot fail to be suited at

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

TWO

75 Prs. Men’s & Women’s Shoes,

lit!

Concave, Convex, Perriscopic,

Publisher

Very desirable for |<A Hi l<i l>, HOTELS, IIOSIMTALS, ASVLI hr* tc-i .11 iiedit itt ions for chll
dreu. and all >li I 1*1*1 ^4-.
Pi** lim-s: White Wheat
,:i.
I,. ;i ,,vi \ at ri f inns, the
Hurley Food and n
Host Easily IF. •.teiJ.tL II.h PuIntable. the
r.;;
>!.
Host Economi ■: 1
Thoroughly cooked
I !•<ingdcssicated, will
by our pat.n’ -a.
j...•». prepared for the
.n
keep in all climate*.
table in tun ly minnt.-s «»•'inFor sale by all firstclass grocers a ii d to tin- ira.ii* !•>

I S'f.

WEST.

DESERT & MACHIAS

FOR MT.

will receive
i»m4*-*

FOOTE & FRENCH

Go in and Price them!

Hu

to.

Eyes for the Blind.

GOING

N. It. -*4City *d* Richmond" also coum-cts with tie
Portland
Bo-ton steamers, which i*-a\
Portia
at seven o’clock P. M. Pa-enger- ! icketed thi
Fare, $1.00 less than b\ Boat and Rail.
• V Rl > PA I I
FRSUN, Agent for Bella
Belfast, June 14, 1S7..

rompt attention.

gives such universal satisfaction.

That

Belfast, April 10, 1S77.

this advertisement.

Barley Foodx^."

Haney’s,

Richmond,

both the Eastern and Boston \ Maim- Raih<»;,
which leave P< Hill AND at
ml* M., ml arr m
in Bo>To.N about ‘.'..'it* P. M
m -e.i-on to .•»»nmwith the Shore l.im- Railroad, which h ave- It -to.
at 10 o’clock P M. for N i-.W ^ ORK
Passenger- Ticket* d t hrough to Boston ami N -w
’i ork.
Returning l.e \Railroad Wharl, tom t
Street. Portlaml, same ev cuing, at 1" o'clock, or
arrival ot Express Train over the Boston Sc Maim
Railroad, which leaves Boston at i\ o’clock I* M
Passengers can take an- of the earlier
from Boston over either of the above Ratlroud-

HARilW BLOK. Belfast. Sr.

$3.00.

Hosiery,

T K A M F. li

of

KILBY, M \sTt.K,
Will leave Bangor every Monday, Wedm-sda
o’clock, touching ut ail
Friday mornings at
usual Landings on the River and Bay. arriving
Portland at about 1 ':•* o'clock P. M connect ing v\ it

WALLACE,

Men’s Fino Calf

Garments,

C. W.

Winthrop Furnace, HID

St., Philadelphia.

saw

the bushel or barrel.

MONDAY. June llth,

at Law!

Attorney

U. S. BONDS.

OF

Is lor Sale at

speci-1

Gio Chestnut

Boston.

1877

<

Men’s Fino Calf Button Boot,

R. FRANK CLARK.

THE SCHOLARS’ QUARTERLY (issued every
three months) is likely to he far more widely used
during next year than ever before. 1 is circulation
during the last quarter reached 11 mki copies. A
large share of the la st conducted Sunday-schools
throughout the country are now using it in place
of the ordinary question book.
Its editors are
determined that no effort or expense shall be
of
to
it
in
advance
all
the
lesson helps
spared
keep
for scholars. Fwry superintendent and teacher
in the country should examine it before deciding
upon lesson helps for next year
IS COST is 25 cents a year, or $25 for a hundred
copies a year, bent by mail without cost of
postage to subscribers.’Subscriptions taken for
three or six months at the yearly rate: under 10
copies, three months. se\ enVmitscach. To supply
YOUR CLASS would cost:- For Jive scholars, one
cents; jar lea scholars,
year. $1.25; three* months.
one year, $2.50; three months, OH cents. If ordered
by the year, they will be sent each quarter in
ample time for use. The issue for the fourth
quarter of this year October, November, Decern-i
bei) is now ready,
bend seven cents for a
men copy.
Postage stamps may be sent in place!
of currency, if more convenient.
Address,

Please sfe'e where you

by

In the shell

Agent for the

Come and look at my
my store.

HOW
IT Ifyou will send your name
nuti TO
u fiFT
uc. 111.
nn<1 post-oflieeaddress, together with twenty-live cents, to the address given
below, you will receive TheTimes every week for
three months. This oiler is only for new subscribers: persons who have not taken the paper within
the last six months), the regular price being $2.15
a year.
For seven cents additional, a
specimen
copy <»f the Scholars Quarterly will be sent.
Specimens of the Weekly l.esson Leaf sent free.

JOHN D.

LINK

fine Shirts, Gloves &
it

Vv" O B, K

JOB-

FOR A STAR7
ottered by which THE SUNDAY SCHOOL TIMES
can be taken lor three months on trial at a very
small cost. The Times is a Hi page weekly paper.
Among the regular lesson writers during the
present year, in addition to the editors. 11. (’lav
Trumbull and (ieorge A. Peltz, have been Prof.
Tayler Lewis, Prof. A.C. Kendrick, Rev. Newman
Hall, <>t London, and Faith Latimer.” Special
articles on the lessons have also been given by
mam distinguished Bible students.
The plans
for IMS include writers not inferior to these.

Under

WARE

hand.

on

Street,

Wr are selling large PliOV IDKNCK PJVI.KS
fresh from t heir beds daily, at $l.lo per gallon, solid
Villi 1 IN IANS at !SO cents per gallon. AImi, l*i{«*\l
DKNCK KIVI.K NATI\ KS AND PI.AN IS.

TSTctice.

Hl'.ST

The Best of

1

Sunday-school teachers arc already on the
lookout for the best helps to use in 1S78, a plan is

Shop

To No. 9 High Street,
The Store lately occupied bytieorge F. White, where
1 will be pleased to welcome my old customer-.

11

Prices, ir

INK

REMOVED MY STOCK OF

Stoves and Tin

19 Commercial

Ybo,

ARRANGEMENT.

City

Se*-ure

Take

Beatty,
1 HAVE

PI

thankful for past patronage 1 hope for a continuOl the same. These Goods constantly oil hand.
F. B. SWIFT, Wadlin's Block,
ly 1
•»? Main Street, Bellas!, Me.

huit

REMOVAL!

#0‘ Look!
ORGAN best.
Organs, K* stops

News.

N. .1.

(fall Linds.

JAS. W. CLARK.

/ 4 Kxtra I’im* llixcd ( ar<U, with name,
H / IO ets., post-paid. !..,)()NKS & CO., Nassau,
New York.

RFATTV
ULnl I I

(' hildrens Slates

Fresh Tamarinds, pat up in titular, lOe
per U>., fresh Pte/ded Limes, A 'em York
Sheet I J h'tetf Apple. Presentd (itht/er.

On aud after

14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
Office formerly occupied by Hon. Nehemiuh Abbott.

—

Combines

Ladies' American Kid Boots, full Jane.

ATWOOD,

Wholesale Dealers and Planters in

Linen Glace Starch Polish !

]Julies' A'reneh Aid Hoots, all Grades.

II.

him

to

JOHNSON,

JOHN

&

II.

The Best in Use.

I:

// I

with tin- Shore Line Railroad for New \ ork, whom
h ave- Boston at lb o’clock P M.

-'.in 14

the trade.

to

l /.Y«,

Belfast, Me.

4E#"A11 businen.-i entrusted

The most reliable House in New England.
manti acrrtiKK

E

Law,

a/t

Attorney

Wholesale Dealers and Planters in

DKSt 'UIl'TIt IN.

ALL

CO.

130 Court St. and 35 Howard St,, Boston,

Pepper-sauce. Ketchup, Horseradish,

WK ARE RECEIVING

NEW

G.

Li \

/1/ A A A

SUMMER

Sl«m*.l
*hnl

JOHNSON.

GEO. E

R. R. HIGGINS

Dried and Green.

Citron, Sage, Chocolates, Macaroni,
Sago, Tapioca, &c.

AT

All business entrusted
prompt attention.

lyl-l

.IKLLIKS OF KVKKY

&

sure

CHARLES F.

Spices.

GREER,

& Counsellor at Law.
OK KICK

7

>

-Rtf

E

I N S IDE
ChA M'L'nt-.

s

BEDFAST. ME.

No. H* Main St.,

and

^et tile Kitelien
Soap, mul take no
other and you will always use it.

Hire,

Full Line Choice

BELFAST.

ctpial

3.65
bsKKSRe checked tlirough6.50
All freight must be accompanied by Bills of Lad
ing in duplicate. All freight bills must be paid o:
delivery of goodi.» 1 A.NE, Agent
Belfast( June*.*, 1-77.

..

Main Street, (over C II Sargent
BELFAST, MAINE-

Id

$2.50

Lowell,
New York,

v

Notary Public,

April 4, is:?.

Capt. Wm- R. Roix,
Boston every Monday, Wed

Will leave Belfast for
in -day, Thursday and Saturday, at
o’clock 1* M
Returning, will leave Boston every Monday, Tin
o’clock I*. M.
day, Thursday and Friday at

Kxaini
i*

BOARDMAN,
COUNSELLOR at LAW
23 Main Streot,

KATAHDIN.

Johnson,

,..

EMERY

A.

J. P.

Bangor, Portland, Portsmouth, Suleiu, I .vim
Lowell, Lawrence, iiav* rhill, Boston Sc New York,
making clo-e connection- with, both th* Fustcm.
ami Bo-ton x Maine Railroads; and arriving
Boston at » .o o’clock 1*. M., in season to cornu

Belfast, Mo.

and Hand Mineral

St Til AS

<,

Blacking,
no

UKL /•'. I .s' l

Sfy

Hay ford

No.

CAMBRIDGE.
Capt.

1877.

Attorney

IN

(Vrtr.sr, Putin-. />>/•/.

./

Office hours, S to 1a. m., I.:i0 to
i*. m
nutions and Consultations, l.:tO to .'.no

V

Fancy Groceries,

SON...

Sr,:

DENTIST.
Block.

Attorney

NOTH’K.— Be

7’" '. ('• 'tf"S'-i/n/-.v.
h’aisn,*,

A

!

G. W. STODDARD. D.D.S.

ME.

CHOICE PLUG TOBACCO!

Goods, &c.. &c.

(V’

Htf

Variety Store,

AND WHOl.KSAI.K DKAI.KK

Bed and Table Casters,

HAVE HOOD HEALTH THE L1VEK
JII ST UE KEPT IV ORDER.

tW/,o-

the Route.

on

FOUR TRIPS PER WEEK.

LOMBARD,

AND

SOAP.

MINERAL

P.

F.
BELFAST,

St., BECKSPOBT ME.

DESMTIST

HAND

AND

ALSO DI A l.KIt I N

J. C. THOMPSON &

TO

C.

BY

Analytical Chemists.
Druggists uud Dealers in Medi

all

Emery BIT, Elm

No.

Children’s Carriages,

Boots

dis-

Two Steamers

Fare to Boston,

DENTIST,

AT

No. 13 High St.,

EAMES, D.D.S.,

Liver, Stomach,

CO., Lowell, Mass.,

C. AYER &

THE

ALL KINDS FISH TACKLE. HOOKS. LINES. Hr.,

Geo. G. Well’s New

Lap-hoards,

39 Main St.,

departure

ASK YOT'Il

Tobacco and Cigars
l\ THE CITY.

Curtains and Fixtures, Tassels,

Upholstery

they produce

Practical and

Best Assortment of

CIGAR M ANUFACTURER

was

J.

Fruit and Confectionery.

Brackets,

Flower Pots,

gone, the disorders
Ulcerations of the

With their

Dr.

Paper Ware.

F. B. SWIFT

SWEET NAVYiCHEWING TOBACCO!

as

HOUSEKE E PE R S

Picture Frames, Picture Cord and Knobs,

JACKSON’S BEST

are

PRKPARF.D

of

CEO. F.

expels these humors from the blood.

Kidneys, Lungs, Eruptions ami Eruptive IFiseases
of the Skm, St. Anthony’s Fire, Rose or Erysipelas,
Pimples, 1‘ustules, Mutches, Roils, Tumors, letter
and Salt Rheum, Scald Fiend, Ringworm, fleers and
Sores, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Rain in the Rones,
Side and Head, Female Weakness, Sterility, I.euchorrhiea arising from inti rnal ulceration and a vine dis.
eases, Dropsy, Dyspepsia, Emaciation and Ceneral

SOFT.

Assortment

Wooden and

Feathers,

Ware,

internal

some

LOWELL.

AND

for the Season of 1877.

Arrangements

Dlt

tin* de.

1

A

Crockery.

they

When

appear, such

KINDS OF

HARD

We give below a list of some other goods
that can always he bought at our
Store at En\\ PRICES.

humors to

same

are

BOSTON

CARD.

^

1*. A. CltOOKKU, has sold his interest in
the drug I nsiness at Augusta, Mi*., and resume* his practice at Searsmont Village, where he
will be pleased to meet old l'riends and patients in
that part ot the country.

organs, whose action they derange, and
substance they disease and destroy. Ay Fit’s

Sarsaparilla

Oat Meal and Graham.
ALL

derangements

otter for sale the very deon which I
pleasantly situated, contains thirty acres, is under
good cultivation ana is well fenced
ami watered, and in all respects convenient. It has upon it first-class buildings in thor
ough repair, and an engrafted orchard of bearing
fruit trees. Call at office ^.t, Main Street, or on the
premises at the intersection of ivhe Lincolnville and
Little River roads in the south part of this citv.
I. M. lb )A RDM AN.
Belfast. April L’, 1,S77.
Iltf

or

organ,
whose

BY THE GALLON.

FLOOR BOOM

humors in the

Internal

termination of these

and Cider,

OF

and

system, that
undermine health and settle into troublesome dis
orders. Eruptions of the skin are the appearance
on the surface of humors that should be expelled

lurking

purges out the

Would like to have every one, whether
wishing to purchase or not, call
and examine the

Dotush

tron, makes a most effectual cure of a series of
'complaints which are
very prevalent and a dieting. 1t purifies the blood,

CO.

-FOR-

now

This compound of the
vegetable alteratives,Sarsaparilla, Dock, Stillingia

the bestot

SANFORD STEAMSHIP

sirable small farm
I hereby
live. It is most

Purifying the Blood.

WELLS

litis added to his Stock

Cal.

awarded the highest prize at Centennial Exposition for its fine chewing qualities, the excellence
and lasting characterof its sweetening and tlavoring.
If you want the best tobacco ever made ask your
grocer for this, and see that each plug bears our blue
strip trade mark with words Jackson’s Best on it.
Sold wholesale by Boston and Portland Jobbers.
Send for sample to C. A. Jackson & Co., Manufacturers, Petersburg, Ya.

For

Furniture Warms! PORK, LARD,FISH

:

1'ranriaco,

Store!

Farm for Sale.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

'Iodides of

Wooden

PARTICILAS ADDRESS

FOR

1ST E 'W'

es "W-

nvr

AGENTS
WANTED!

a

:

The hymn containing the line, “The
consecrated cross I bear,” was a great
favorite in the devotions of a certain family, until one of the juvenile members who
desired to “sing with the understanding,”
asked, “Mamma, what is a consecrated
cross-eyed bear i”

Having completed

Plays! Plays!
FURNITURE!
Ever
in Belfast.
Plays! Plays!

Mr. James Albert Bliss and his w if**, so called
we cannot do
spiritual mediums, who have been working tin[ I taro n Wesscuberg.
spiritual belief of Philadelphia for all it was worth
in materialized dollars and cents, are at present
«»] the acts of cowardice, the meanest is that
not in a blissful state.
In faet. Mrs Bliss has
which leads one to abandon a good cause because
threatened to commit suicide and become herself
.! is weak and
join a bad cause because it is strong. a spirit to express her disgust with tin* world, and
Liernity is the divine treasure house, and hope avenge her deep wrongs: but she has not faith
the window, by means of which mortals are
enough in the future state to do it as yet. Bliss
per
and Bliss were doing a good business in their
nutted to -•■(*. as through a glass,
darkly, the things house,
which had a cabinet attachment and all tin*
wliich <iod is preparing. f.Muntford.
appliances to produce astounding spiritual effects
U
the atfectious or enlarges the ; One
expands
hateyer
night their traps and tricks were exposed to
sphere of our relations to the universe and all that i the mass of believers in attendance by a lew irre
it inhabits, in
time and eternity, the great and
verent unbelievers.
A newspaper got savage hold
j
iieiietieent cause of all, must
amplestiouably re of the affair and worked up a sensational spiritual
hue our nature and elevate us in the scale of 1m*
in
its
This was disastrous i<>
columns.
exposure
uig.
irhanuing.
the. Bliss business. Mr. and Mrs. Bliss then brought
Life is itself neither good nor evil it is the suit for libel and conspiracy against the proprietors
of the newspaper, and one of their own former
scene of good l*r evil, as
and if vou
you make it
confederates. Kllen Snyder, and there was another
have lived a day you have seen all : one dav is
kind of a seance in a justice's court. ‘Conspiracy"
•
*»jii;11 and like all other days: there is no other was withdrawn ami tin*
newspaper men were held
hght, no other shade : this very sun. this moon,
to
answer for libel in the sum of *A00 each.
But
these very stars, this very order and revolution of
there
was another performance then and there.
things is the same your ancestors enjoyed, and James Albert and Christina Bliss were
informed
that shall also entertain your
posterity
that there was another side to this question, and
The poorat your doors, tin* destitute in the
were arraigned to answer to a charge of
conspiracy
by
and obtaining money umlei false pretenses, iin'r
a.iy> aud alleys, cellars and attics of town and
1
nty. arc your brothers aud sisters, beneath their witness gave a detailed de>eription of tin* cabinet
and your broadcloth llow tides of kindred
and traps and tin* naiin-s of several mortals who
Mood: currents of life from a kindred source: and
had flourished as spirits. He stated that he him
neither lime nor eternit\ can dissolve tin* ties that self had personated and materialized as many as
unite you i<> them, and them to you. Such con
seventeen different spirits in one night.
Bliss*had
sanguinity of blood should be of the heart also. told him that money could be made out of a cerT
should acknowledge them ami love them:
tain gentleman who attended the seances of tin*
remembering that the results of your feeling and ••immortals" every night if they could only pro
•"■lion will tremble on the wires of eternal destine,
iluec a good representation of the Virgin Marv.
and touch with magic lingers, interests of two
Kllen Snyder was to make the attempt but they
worlds.
could not procure a historical outfit of tin* Virgin
and the idea was abandoned. The witness gave an
Dreadful limits ai\ >« t in nature to the powers imitation of one of
his familiar spirits and the char
of dissimulation.
Truth tyrannizes over the un
actor of acting was recognized and applauded.
A
willing members of tlie body. Faces neverlie.it big box containing the
costumes and properties of
is said
No man need 1 »• deceived who will studv
the
was produced in court.
Another wit
the changes of expression. When a man speaks ness spirits
stated that In* had been fooled into the belief
’lie truth in the spirit of truth, his
eye is as clear of seeing and talking to his dead sister. Another
il; he heavens.
When he has base ends, and said that In* believed In* hud held an interview
speaks falsely, his eye is muddy, and sometimes with two of his dead grandmothers Mothers in
I
have heard an experienced counsellor law were not in demand.
a-quint
Nobody wanted to see
av that In* nevr
feared the effect upon a jury of them
again. Kllen Snyder testified that she had
a
lawyer wl o does m*t believe in his heart that his mystified hundreds of persons with her
spiritual
client ouglr to have a verdict. [ Lmcrson’s Kssav
impersonations. Bliss and Bliss were held t<« an
on Spiritual Laws.
swer under bonds of **>00. and as their guardian
angels will not conn* to their aid they are not in a
<ti«»rious M as the scene when Enoch was trails
blissful abode.
'•'■11 t Elijah's chariot of tire
appeared in the
whirlwind and took him to his glory; yet more
An Eccentric Character.
was
the scene when, surrounded with his
glorious
disciples, the risen Savior slowly and majestically
There
died
in Belgrade, on Monday. Sept. -Jills,
.i.M'cnded by bis own power and glory before them
a man somewhat eeeentrie in his habits and man
while blr»ing them, and a cloud received him out
nor of life, hv the name of Win.
Wyman. ;t native
of their sight.
How unspeakably glorious, then,
of Hallowed, though a resident of Belgrade for the
will be that full result of bis resurrection and as
His
years.
past fifty
early years were spent m
ocnsion when crowding from every country, in
New Orleans, where accumulating some property,
glorious resurrection bodies shining as the sun. at
lie came to
aud settled at Belgrade Bridge,
<>nc and the same moment, the
myriads and myri- near what isBelgrade
now the depot.
Mr. Wyman was of
ads of his saints, of every age. are all gathered in
hahits.
very
miserly
owning all the*land on the
to his presence, where is fullness of
joy ! and are south side of the railroad
both ways from the
forever with the Lord.
[E. Bickersteth.
depot, and some on the north side. He never
Even a I’harasee will ask Christ to his house to could be induced to sell any. even at exhorbitant
sit at im-at with him —he is willing to entertain a
prices, until two years ago In* sold a small house
great religious leader at his table: but ’t is not lot. His idea was that it was worth as much to
one
will
who
him
as to anyone else, and that some time, way
down
and
unloose his
••very
stoop
shoes: for that very Pharasee who made the feast down in tin* ages to come, land would sell at a high
never brought him water to wash his feet, »r
gave I figure. He owned a large cranberry hog, and raised
him the kisses of welcome ; he proved the insia
considerable fruit of this kind which he disposed I
of
his
of by peddling out by the quart or peek, in all the
the
little
eerity
hospitality by forgetting
things. I will be bound to say Martha aud Mary cities and villages on the Maine Central railroad
to
never forgot
unloose his shoe-latchets, and that from Portland to Bangor. often exchanging his
J
Lazarus never failed to see that his feet were cranberries for old trash, such as chains, steel
washed. Look. then. I pray von. as Christians, to yards, or anything of that kind which he would
the service of Christ in the obscure tilings, in the
take to his home and store away in his commodi
things that are not recognized bv the matters that oils house which is tilled from cellar to garret with
have no honor attached to them, for by this shall trash of this kind of which he had tons upon tons
stored away, never selling anything unless he could
your love be tried.
[Spurgeon.
for it as much as a new artich was worth. He
Here is a very good, virtuous man; but lie is get
was in trade some forty years ago, and in his store
ignorant, he lias no spiritual conceptions; he lives now are
many articles which lie purchased then,
from hand to mouth : the whole world is to him
but which he never sold because he could not get
w hat he can see and feel : and of .what
use4w ill he what they cost him, and to this day may be seen
!<«• in the heavenly land unless you make him dif
upon the shelves of his store, calicoes—-though of
ferent from what in* is. by a miracle ?
course entirely worthless—which have lain there
I go to the top ot Mount Washington, and 1 lind
for more than forty years.
He has been engaged
lln-rc a little black spruce that has just sprouted, for
many years past, in numerous law suits which
• »r that has
grown one summer; auu 1 look about
he fought with great persistency, and generally
aud see what lias been the fate of the old spruces,
.successfully. He never could be made to believe
and I perceive that they are so high on the uioun
that the earth
performed its regular revolution
tain and the cold and w ind are so severe that none around the
sun, lint considered such an assertion
of them have been able to grow more than a foot
more than the fancy of some crazy brained
nothing
in height; aud l
say, “Here is this little spruce.
fanatic. He had a large family of children most
If it stays here it w ill never he
any higher than of whom are dead. Three hoys of his were drowned
these scraggy growths that hug tin* ground.
So 1
one time, some eighteen years ago in Snow pond,
will take i'. up and carry it to the .Hudson Kiver
by the upsetting of a boat. Mr. Wyman was about
valley, where the weather is warmer, aud where it 7.»
years of age. | Augusta Journal.
w ill have a chance to grow."
And do you suppose
it will never he any taller than the stunted
spruces
The United States consul at St. Johns,
on Mount Washington?
When it is taken away
from extreme winter aud storm, and is given opN. l'\, informs the Department of State
it
and
will
culture,
portunity
spring up and grow that he purchased of one of the crew of
more and more tdl by and by it will be a hundred
New Hertford whaler, A. Houghton,wreckfeet high, with wide spreading branches.
Take a man who m this life has experienced ed in Hudson Hay last June, one silver
every form of adversity, who has been pinched table spoon and one silver dessert spoon.
and pushed by the winter aud the storms of misIt is supposed they are relics of the Frankfortune, and take away from him the coarser elelin expedition. The table spoon has the
ments of life, and give him spiritual culture in the
letters I. (J. F. engraved upon it. On the
life to come, where he is blessed w ith better companionship, and with more congenial surroundings, face of the dessert spoon is the head of a
and where he is in the presence of Almighty Hod
fish, with a laurel wreath, and on the
himself, where he sees as he is seen and knows as
back the English crown and stamp. The
he is known, and will he not. come almost at once
to a stature with which
nothing is comparable on sailor said he received these articles from
earth? [Beecher.
an
of
who had
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NOTICE.
rill|IS is to notify that my son, tieo. Skinner, has
X left my care without any cause on my part, and
that all persons are forbidden to harbor or trust him
on my account, as I shall pay no debts of his con
tracting after this date.
1*1111.11* SK1NNKH.
3w 11
Belfast, Sept. 28, 1877.
«

t-RENCH KID WALKING SHOES
At

Critchett & Francis.

